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(ABSTRACT)

The response surface problem is two-fold: to predict values of the

response, and to optimize the response. Slope estimation criteria are

well suited for the optimization problem. Response prediction

capability has been assessed by plotting the average, maximum, and

minimum prediction variances on the surface of spheres with radii

ranging across the region of interest. Average and maximum prediction

bias plots have recently been added to the spherical criteria. Combined

with the prediction variance, a graphical MSE criterion results. This

research extends these ideas to the slope estimation objective.

A direct relationship between precise slope estimation and the

ability to pinpoint the location of the optimum is developed, resulting

in a general slope variance measure related to E—optimality in slope

estimation. A more specific slope variance measure is defined and

analyzed for use in evaluating standard response surface (RS) designs,

where slopes parallel to the factor axes are estimated with equal

precision. Standard second order RS designs are then studied in light



of the prediction and optimization goal distinction. Designs which

perform well for prediction of the response do not necessarily estimate

the slope precisely.

A spherical measure of bias in slope estimation is developed and

used to measure slope bias due to model misspecification and due to the

presence of outliers. A study of augmenting saturated orthogonal arrays

of strength two to detect lack of fit is included as an application of a

combined squared bias and variance measure of MSE in slope.

A study of the designs recommended for precise slope estimation in

their robustness to outliers and to missing observations is conducted

using the slope bias and general slope variance measures, respectively.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND

1.1 INTRODUCTION TO THE RESPONSE SURFACE PROBLEM AND ITS GOALS

Response surface methodology (RSM) is a set of procedures for

developing models which describe systems in a meaningful and useful

way. It is a subject which is demanding increased attention as American

industry becomes more quality conscious. Three texts which have been

written on RSM are Khuri and Cornell (1987), Box and Draper (1987), and

Myers (1976). In addition, a historical review paper addressing RSM

techniques will appear in Technometrfcs in May of 1989 (Myers, Khuri and

Carter).

A response surface model expresses a continuous, dependent

variable, y, as a function of several continuous independent variables,

X1, x2,..., xk. The true relationships among these variables may be

unknown or quite complex, so a working model in the form of a low order

polynomial is developed. There is obviously some error involved in

describing a complicated system with a simple polynomial, so the

analyst is tasked with finding the "best" model in some sense.

A first order model in k variables is written as

y = ßo + ßlxl + ßzxz + ... + ßkxk + 6 (1.1.1)

where the
ß’s

are the model parameters usually estimated using the

method of least squares, and 6 represents the standard error. In other

1
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cases, a higher order polynomial may be more appropriate. A second

order model in k variables is written as

k k k
y = ßo +·Z ßjxj +·E ßjjxjz +_E_ßijx;xj + 6*. (1.1.2)

3=1 3=1 1<g

First or second order models are more easily interpreted than higher

order models, so they are seen more often in practice. For this

reason, procedures developed in this dissertation will be limited to

first and second order response models.

To fit the response surface model, that is, to estimate its para-

meters, a set of N experimental runs is performed. Either model can

be written as

y = XQ + Q. (1.1.3)

In this expression, y is the vector of response values; X is an (Nxp)

matrix where p is the number of terms in the model, each column

corresponding to a term in the model and each row representing an

experimental run; Q_is the (pxl) vector of model parameters to be

estimated, (Graybill, 1976). The least squares estimate of Q_is

Q = (X’X)‘1X’y (1.1.4)

and the variance-covariance matrix of the estimated parameters is

var(Q)= o2(X’X)‘1, assuming Q t (0,021).

The predicted response at a point go, in the model space, is then

x0’b
(1•1-5)

and the variance of this prediction is
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There are generally two purposes for building a response surface

(RS) model. The first is to predict values of the response. The second

is to identify values of the
x’s

which yield a desirable or optimal

response. In either case, the experimental design employed is critical

to the experimenter’s ability to achieve his goal. The proper choice of

experimental design will depend on the purpose of the investigation.

Although certain classes of designs perform well for either purpose, the

member within such a class that is best for predicting the response may

not be that which is best for locating the optimum.

Optimization techniques involve setting the partial derivatives

ay/axl, ay/ax2,...,6y/axk equal to zero and solving simultaneously for

the x’s. Thus, estimation of the partial derivatives, or the slope of

the response surface, is more important in this case than estimating

the response itself. The distinction is realized through the choice of

the experimental, or response surface, design. The procedures

developed in this dissertation are used to evaluate designs in their

ability to precisely estimate the slope and to examine bias in slope

estimation due either to model misspecification, or to outliers in the

data. The discussions include several comparisons of designs preferred

for response prediction to those recommended for slope estimation.
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1.2 THE RELATIONSHIP BETHEEN THE SLOPE VARIANCE AND THE LOCATION OF THE
OPTIMUM

To illustrate how use of the slope can lead to better estimation of

optimum conditions, consider the one variable case. Two designs for

fitting a second order model are compared on the basis of the variance

of the estimated slope, and by calculating the probability of placing an

arbitrary point inside the confidence interval (CI) around

the optimum. It can be shown that the design which provides the

more precise slope estimation is also that which yields the more

attractive CI around the location of the optimum.

For k=1, consider two experimental designs with N=20 design points

at -1, O, or +1. The first design, D1, has eight points at each

extreme, with four in the center. The second design, D2, has five

points at each extreme, and ten in the center.

D12 (n_1, no, n+1) = (8, 4, 8)

D2: (n_1, no, n+1) = (5, IO, 5).

The model is y = ßo + ßlu + ßzuz + 6,

where 6 t N(O,1), iid. The slope is given by

s = ßl + Zßzu,

and the optimum, uo, is the solution obtained by setting the slope

equal to zero and solving for u,

¤o = 'ßl/2ß2·
The variance of the slope at a point u in the design space, for these

designs, is

var(;) = var(b1) + 4u2var(b2)
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= o2(C11

+wherethe c’s denote elements of the (U’U)‘1 matrix,

sym. cz?

and U = [1 duzl-
Plotted in Figure 1.2.1 are variances of the slope for each design.

In the region -.3<u<.3, design D1 has the smaller slope variance, but

outside (-.3, .3), D2 provides the more precise slope estimation.

Theorem 1.2.1: In the case of one independent variable (u) in
a second order model, and symmetric experimental designs Di and Dj,

if var[;(u),Di] > var[;(u),Dj],

where u is an arbitrary location in the region, then the probability of
placing the point u inside a (1-a)100% confidence interval
for uo using Di will be larger than that using Dj. This implies a
higher probability of misclassifying non-optimal points as optimal.
The proof and calculation of the probabilities are in Appendix A.0.

For example, consider the model

y = 1 + 4u - 2u2.

The optimum is located at uo = 1. Observe in Figure 1.2.1 that D2

yields more precise slope estimation near the optimum. To illustrate

that D2 also provides a more attractive CI around xo, it is shown that

the probability that an arbitrary u¢uo value lies inside the CI, is less

using D2 than for D1. Table 1.2.1 lists these probabilities for several

points across the region. Keep in mind that the optimum is at 1.0.

Note that design D2 is the better design, since an arbitrary u

has less chance of being in the CI. There is indeed a portion of the

region in which D1 has slightly smaller slope variance. D1 would give a
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TABLE 1.2.1

DESIGN 1 DESIGN 2
g Pr(u in CI) Pr(u in CI)

.4 0 0

.5 .1 .04

.6 .38 .28

.7 .71 .60

.8 .85 .80

.9 .93 .92

1 1 1
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smaller probability of falsely classifying these points (—.3sus.3) as

optimal, but the probabilities using either design are quite small, so

neither is likely to misclassify a point in this portion of the region.

A similar plot involving the variance of response prediction using

each of these designs is depicted in Figure 1.2.2. Note that in the

region near the optimum (u0=1), design D1 yields more precise response

prediction than does design D2, and yet it does not provide for more

precisely locating the optimum. Thus, a study of response prediction

variance alone could induce a false sense of security when dealing with

the optimization problem. An extension of the relationship between

slope variance and optimization to k independent variables is given in

Chapter 2.

1.3 EXISTING DESIGN CRITERIA FOR RESPONSE PREDICTION

The choice of an experimental design is based on the purpose of the

investigation. Many design criteria are available to assist the

researcher in this choice. Several criteria will be presented in this

section. Each has its merits, but none are specifically aimed at

precise estimation of the slope of a surface.

1.3.1 CRITERIA BASED ON THE PRECISION OF Q

Finding the best model, in some sense, is the response surface

analyst’s goal. Thus, several optimality criteria have been aimed at

precise estimation of the model parameters. One variance criterion

which has received a lot of attention in the literature is D—optimality.
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This seeks to minimize the generalized variance of the estimated

coefficients. Specifically,

owhere|.| denotes the determinant. A D-optimal design minimizes D, or

equivalently, maximizes |(X’X)|. Kiefer and wolfowitz (1959, 1960)

developed the D·optimality criterion by considering a design to be a

continuous probability measure. Since real life designs are not truly

such, approximate D-optimal designs are used in practice. St. John and

Draper (1975) provide an extensive bibliography of D-optimality

literature up to 1975 in their review of the criterion for regression

designs.

Other criteria aimed at estimation of Q_include A-optimality, which

minimizes the trace of (X’X)‘1, and E—optimality, which minimizes the

maximum eigenvalue of (X’X)°1 (references include Kiefer, 1958, 1959,

1961, 1962, 1974.)

1.3.2 PREDICTION VARIANCE CRIERIA

More directly related to precise estimation of the response is the

G—optimality criterion. G—optimal designs minimize the maximun variance

of the predicted response,
o2x’(X’X)'1x,

over the region of interest in

the design variable space. G—optimality, although a prediction

variance criterion, is identical to D·optimality when the design is

expressed as a probability measure on the design space. (Kiefer and

wolfowitz, 1960)
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Another prediction variance criterion, developed by Box and Draper

(1959, 1963), is the integrated prediction variance, IV, which seeks to

minimize the average prediction variance in a region R. Specifically,

IV=_N§_f

o2x’(X’X)‘1xdx, (1.3.1)
0 R

where K'l= f dx is the volume of the region, and N is the number

of points inRthe design used to weight the criterion by the sample size.

Box and Draper extended the IV criterion to include an integrated

squared bias term due to model misspecification, which resulted in a

mean squared error (J) criterion for response prediction. Myers and

Lahoda (1975) developed the corresponding criterion for the slope. (See

section 1.4.3.)

1.3.3 ROTATABILITY

A design property referred to as rotatability (Box and Hunter,

1957) allows designs with this property to be compared by looking at

variance pictures of the predicted response. A rotatable design is one

which results in equal precision of response prediction at all locations

equidistant to the design center. For a rotatable design, a plot of

prediction variance against distance from the center displays, in a

simple picture, every prediction variance in the experimental region.

This does not guarantee however, that the prediction variance will be

small everywhere in the region, and the plot is meaningless outside the

class of rotable designs.
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1.3.4 SPHERICAL VARIANCE AND ITS DISPERSION

Hussey (1983), and Hussey, Myers and Houck (1988) developed the

spherical variance to assess prediction capability on spheres for

non-rotatable designs. The spherical variance, Vr, is the average

prediction variance over the surface of a k—dimensional hypersphere of

radius r, centered at the design origin. with a factor of N, which is

inserted for design comparisons, vr is a special case of the IV of Box

and Draper.
V'“ = %JU:ar[y(x)]dx-

k
(1-3-2)

where K’1= f dx is the surface area of the sphere U„=(x:_E xi2=r2}.

vr is calculgted for many concentric hyperspheres of varying radii. The

spherical variance is plotted against the radius to provide a picture of

the average prediction precision in the region.

Unfortunately, the spherical variance gives no information on the

consistency of the prediction variance on spheres. Giovannitti-Jensen

and Myers (1989) have since developed prediction variance dispersion

measures to provide this information. A range for var[y(x)]/oz on

spheres is defined

RofV(r) = max var[§(x)]/oz - min var[y(x)]/oz. (1.3.3)x6U„ x6U„

But more informative than the range is the plot of VV, the maxima, and

the minima on spheres, appearing on the same graph.

Presenting the spherical prediction variance and the maximum and

minimum prediction variances corresponding to each radius in a single

plot provides a clear, concise picture of prediction capability on
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spheres for a given design. The plot is termed a Variance Dispersion

Graph (VDG). Giovannitti—Jensen and Myers inspected many designs in

this light, but for comparison to slope estimation designs in the

variance sense, only those for fitting a second order model are of

interest.

The forms of var[y(;)] and RofV depend on the model. Due to the

complexity of the second order case, an optimization algorithm must be

used to determine RofV. The authors used a computer program developed

by Vining (1988b) to locate the extreme variances on spheres.

Figure 1.3.1 is a VDG for the central composite design (Section

1.6) with a=1.0 and three center runs. Note that the design can be

evaluated efficiently in its ability to provide a model useful for

response prediction across the region using a VDG.

1.3.5 BIAS IN RESPONSE PREDICTION ON SPHERES

Vining (19886), develops prediction bias plots as an anologue to

the variance dispersion graphs to evaluate designs in their ability to

protect against model misspecification and the mean shift outlier model.

Combined with the spherical variance plots, a spherical MSE measure

results. Designs performing well by this criterion are reasonable

compromises between minimum variance and minimum bias designs. More

details pertaining to this research will be revealed as the ideas are

modified to deal with slope estimation bias.
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1.4 SLOPE ESTIMATION LITERATURE

There is limited literature on slope estimation. Results from the

papers discussed here will either be helpful in the development of the

present methods for evaluating designs, or the designs found in the

literature will be evaluated using the new methods.

1.4.1 MSE OF THE SLOPE FOR A FIRST ORDER MODEL

Atkinson (1970) considers slope estimation by fitting a first order

model when the true response is quadratic and uses a minimum squared

error criterion. His design criterion assumes the relative magnitudes

of bias and variance in order to construct designs which minimize mean

squared error at a point xo, or equivalently over a region centered at

xo. It does not restrict go to the center of the experimental region.

An interesting feature of his criterion is that designing experiments to

estimate any directional slope is equivalent to designing experiments to

estimate slopes along the axes of the design variables.

1.4.2 VARIANCE OF THE SLOPE IN A ONE FACTOR MODEL

Ott and Mendenhall (1972) consider estimating the slope of a second

order response curve in the k=1 case, with three design point

locations. Their goal is to find locations for, and assign design

points to, the three locations, so as to achieve a near minimum

variance of the least squares estimate of slope [V(s|u)] over the

experimental region. They found that

1) The variance V(s|u) is inversely proportional to rz, the

squared radius of the experimental region;
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2) V(s|u) is a parabola in u opening upward;

3) With the locations scaled by the experimental region, the

number of points at -1 should equal the number at +1, and the third

location should be at u=0, the design center;

4) The proportion of points at the extremes depends on whether the

experimenter is more interested in predicting the slope in the center of

the region or at the extremes.

These characteristics will be seen in the slope estimation criterion

developed for standard designs in more than one independent variable.

1.4.3 INTEGRATED VARIANCE, BIAS, AND MSE IN SLOPE ESTIMATION

Myers and Lahoda (1975) contribute to the collection of slope

estimation criteria by considering both bias and variance as does

Atkinson. Their work extends the J criterion (MSE) of Box and Draper to

the slope. They seek to minimize

—1** =.%¤§JRE[;(x)·~«g(x)1’fv(x)—vg(x)1dx (1-4-1)

where
K’1=f dx is the volume of the region of interest, N is the

number of däsign points, ;(x) is the vector of partial derivatives of

the fitted response function, 12(x) is the vector of true partial

derivatives, and R is the region of interest. Common to the MSE

criteria is the partition into variance, V**, and bias, 8**, where

V**=M§ f E[v(x)-Eh(x))]’[v(x)-E(v(x))1dx (1-4-)
6 R

and

B**=M§ f [E(v(x)—·1g(x)1’[E(v(x)—vg(x)1dx- (1-4-2b)
6 R
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When fitting a second order model in the presence of a true cubic

response, V** and B** cannot be simultaneously minimized, but B** and

(V**|min 8**) can be. Designs which meet this criterion are dual axial

central composite designs, where the design matrix is written

ig ig ... ig
+01 Ü O
-01 O O

O +01 O
O -01 O

o= 6 °0 ° ..Ä +.}.1 (1.4.3)
0 0 -01

+02 O O
-02 O O

O +02 0
O -02 0
o' °o° ..+.}.2
O Ü -02 .

Values for g, al, and 02 are given for k=2 to 7 for both a

cuboidal and a spherical region of interest. These designs will be

evaluated using the slope oriented methodology in this dissertation.

1.4.4 SLOPE-ROTATABILITY

Hader and Park (1978) determined the parameters of the central

composite design (Box and Wilson, 1951) which achieve the slope

rotatability property -- the analogue of the Box-Hunter rotatability

property for the second order response surface design. Slope

rotatability implies that the variance of an estimated slope in the

direction of an independent variable axis is a function only of a

point’s distance from the design origin. They assume designs that have
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the property that slopes in the direction of each factor axis have the

same variance, and unfortunately, rotatability holds only for each of

them separately and not for a slope in any arbitrary direction.

By plotting the variance of the estimated slope at a point, against

its distance from the design center (henceforth referred to as its

radius) for several radii in the design region, the performance of a

slope-rotatable design is evaluated efficiently. The present methods

will allow similar plots to be informative even if the experimental

design is not slope-rotatable.

Figure 1.4.1 depicts the variance of the slope apart from oz, using

a slope-rotatable CCD, plotted against radii ranging from zero to the

experimental design perimeter. The design matrix is given below, but

in the figure it has been scaled so that all design points lie on or

within a sphere of radius jk for the k=3 case. Such a plot is

meaningful only if the design is slope-rotatable.

1 1 1
1 1 -1
1 -1 1
1 -1 -1

-1 1 1
-1 1 -1
-1 -1 1
-1 -1 -1

D = -2.4324 0 O
2.4324 0 0

0 -2.4324 0 (1.4.4)
0 2.4324 0
0 0 -2.4324
0 0 2.4324
0 0 0 .
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1.5 NOTATION

This section will summarize the notation used in the remaining

pages. Specific meanings may change as needed and will be duly noted.

Let D denote an (Nxk) design matrix for the investigation of k

variables in N experimental runs.

X11 X2} . . . Xkl

D = X12 X22 . . . Xkz
. . . (1.5.1)

XIN X2N . . . XKN .

X is the corresponding (Nxp) model matrix, where p is the number

of terms in the model. In the first order case, p=k+1; in the second

order case, p=k(k+3)/2 +1. A second order model matix is given by

1 X11 . . . Xkl X112 . . . Xklz X11X21. . . Xk_1’1Xk’1

X = 1 X12 . . . Xk2 X122 . . . Xk22X12X22.1

XIN . . . XkN
X1N2 . . .

XkN2(1.5.2)

The (Nxl) vector of responses is denoted 1, and the (pxl) vector
A

of coefficients is denoted Q. The predicted responses are 1, and the

estimated coefficients are Q.

The predicted response model is written

A

1 = XQ. (1.5.3)

In the first order, k=2 case, X = [1 Ä1 x2]. In the second order, k=2
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case, X = [1 xl xg xlz xgz Ä1Ä2]·
The estimated slope of the response surface is obtained by taking

the partial derivatives of the predicted response function. The

estimated slope in the direction of the X1 axis is given by
A

sl =
]’b,

where
]’

= [0 1 0 2xl 0 x2] (1.5.4)

and Q' = [bo bl bz bll b22 blz].

Denote the design moment matrix by M=(1/N)(X’X). For k=2,

1 [1] [2] [11] [22] [12]
M = [11] [12] [111] [122] [112]

[22] [112] [222] [122] (1.5.5)
sym. [1111] [1122] [1112]

[2222] [1222]
[1122]

N
where [i] = E xlu/N,

u=1

N
[ij] = E Xiuxju/N

U=]

N
[iij]=[jii]=[iji] = E xluzxju/N

U=]

.. N
[iigg] = E xluzxjuz/N, etc.

u=]

Elements of
M‘1

are denoted by c’s with the appropriate superscripts. In

the k=2 case,

0 1 2 11 22 12
M-1 = ° E11 E12 E111 E122 E112

C22 C112 C222 C122 (1·5·6)
C1111 C1122 C1112

Sym_ C2222 C1222
C1122 _
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when fitting a model of order dl when the true model is of order

dz, subscripts will be added to these quantities. The fitted model

matrix, Xl will contain a column for each term in the fitted model,

while X2 contains one for each term in the true model not represented in

Xl. Ql contains coefficients to be fitted, while Q2 contains ignored

coefficients. The corresponding momemt matrices are

Mll=(]/N)(Xl'Xl), (1.5.7a)

M22=(1/N)(X2'X2), (1.5.7b)

and Ml2=(1/N)(Xl’X2). (1.5.7c)

Spherical region moments are used to develop spherical variances

and average biases. A spherical region moment of order g is defined

og1g2___gk = Kfhjlgl X2g2... Xkgkdg (1.5.8)

where K°1 = fudx is the surface area of the hypersphere Ur,

k r
and Z gl=g.

i=1

If any of the gl are zero, it does not appear in the region moment.

Due to the symmetric nature of the region, (Ur), og1g2___gk is null

whenever any gl is odd. Stroud (1971) provides the details of the

integration, but some useful results are presented here.

O2 = xy xlzd; = r2/k (1.5.9a)
Ur

O4 = Kf xl4dx = 3r4/(k(k+2)) (1.5.9b)
Ur

a22 = Kfuxlzxjzdx = r4/(k(k+2)). (1.5.9c)
r
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Region moments only depend on the region of interest and not on the

design. A matrix of spherical region moments is defined as

S = Kf xx’dx, (1.5.10)
Ur

where x depends on the model.

Further details and additional notation notes will be provided and

duly noted throughout the dissertation.

1.6 FAMILIES OF SECOND ORDER RESPONSE SURFACE DESIGNS

In order to fit a second order response surface model in k factors,

a design with at least three levels of each variable must be used. A

natural choice would be the family of 3k factorial designs, in which

each factor appears at exactly three levels. But, when k is large, say

k > 3, too many experimental runs are required.

1.6.1 CENTRAL COMPOSITE DESIGNS

A family of designs that requires fewer points than the 3k

factorial is the class of central composite designs (CCD) devised by Box

and Wilson. A CCD in k variables is comprised of a first order 2k

factorial or fractional factorial design with a set of axial points.

The design matrix is given by
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il il il
+0; O 0
-0; 0 0

CCD= O +0; O
0 -0; 0 (1.6.1)

6 6 .Ä. +6.
0 0 -0: .

Center runs may be added to the design if desired. The locations

of the axial points are determined by the parameter a. The

experimenter chooses the number of center runs, no, and a to achieve

desired design properties. This research will investigate choices of no

and a, and replicating the set of axial points na times, to achieve

good spherical variance pictures for predicting the slope. A common

criticism of the CCD is that it involves five levels for each of the

design variables (unless a=1.0). This may be prohibitive in certain

experimental situations.
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1.6.2 BOX-BEHNKEN DESIGNS

Box and Behnken (1960) introduced as an alternative, the class of

Box-Behnken designs, which use only three levels of each design

variable. The designs are constructed from balanced incomplete block
k

structures. For k = 3, 4, or 5, the design is built in ( 2 ) parts.

Each part contains a 22 factorial design in two variables, with the

levels of the (k-2) other factors at zero. There is one such
kpart for each pair of variables, resulting in N=4( 2 )+n0 design

points, where no is the number of center runs. The design matrix for a

Box—Behnken design (BBD) in three variables with one center run is given

by
-1 -1 0
-1 1 0

1 -1 0
1 1 0

-1 0 -1
BBD = -1 0 1

1 0 -1 (1.6.2)
1 0 1
0 -1 -1
0 -1 1
0 1 -1
0 1 1
0 0 0 .

Both the CCD and the BBD classes of designs require more design

points than are necessary to estimate all of the parameters in a second

order model. The remaining designs presented are saturated, or nearly

saturated designs, in which the number of design points is equal to or

close to the minimum required to estimate the parameters.
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1.6.3 HYBRID DESIGNS

The Hybrid designs (Roquemore, 1976) are nearly saturated

designs that were constructed to be near y—rotatable. A hybrid design

for k factors is built from a CCD in k-1 factors with an additional

column for the kth factor chosen to provide desirable moment conditions.

The factorial and/or axial portions of the design matrix may be rotated

or scaled. Three hybrid designs will be studied for the k=3 case. In

Roquemore’s notation the appropriate designs are the hybrid 310, 311A,

and 311B. The corresponding design matrices are given below.

0 0 1.2906
O 0 -.1360

-1 -1 .6386
1 -1 .6386

-1 1 .6386
D = 1 1 .6386310

1.1736 0 -.9273
-1.1736 0 -.9273

0 1.1736 -.9273 (1.6.3a)
0 -1.1736 -.9273
0 0 0

0 0 2
0 0 -2

-J2 -J2 1
J2 -J2 1

-J2 J2 1
D = J2 J2 1311A

2 0 -1 (1.6.3b)
-2 0 -1
0 2 -1
0 -2 -1
0 0 0
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0 0 2.44949
0 0 -2.44949

-.7507 2.1063 1
2.1063 .7507 1

.7507 -2.1063 1
D = -2.1063 -.7507 13118

.7507 2.1063 -1
2.1063 -.7507 -1 (1.6.3c)
-.7507 -2.1063 -1

-2.1063 .7507 -1
0 0 0 .

1.6.4 NOTZ DESIGNS

Notz (1982) devised minimum or near1y-minimum point designs by

augmenting a 2k factorial or fractiona1 factoria1 with a kxk identity

matrix. In three variab1es, a Notz design with one center run is

1 1 1
1 1 -1
1 -1 1

-1 1 1
1 -1 -1

D = -1 1 -1
-1 -1 1 (1.6.4)
-1 -1 -1

1 0 0
0 1 0
0 0 1
0 0 0 .
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1.6.5 HOKE DESIGNS

Hoke (1974) designs are also saturated (or nearly so) three level

designs. Irregular fractions of a 3k factorial design, generated by

sets of partially balanced arrays, are used to build Hoke designs. The

Hoke-D2 design with one center run is illustrated below.

-1 -1 -1
1 1 -1
1 -1 1

-1 1 1
D= O O -1

0 -1 0
-1 0 0 (1.6.5)

1 -1 -1
-1 1 -1
-1 -1 1
0 0 0 .

1.6.6 BOX-DRAPER DESIGNS

Box and Draper (1971, 1974) introduced designs restricted to be

saturated with points on or within the unit cube. Subject to these

restrictions, they found the D—optimal design. For three variables,

-1 -1 -1
1 -1 -1

-1 1 -1
-1 -1 1

D = .1925 .1925 -1
.1925 -1 .1925 (1.6.6)
-1 .1925 .1925

-.2912 1 1
1 -.2912 1
1 1 -.2912 .
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1.6.7 SATURATED ORTHOGONAL ARRAYS (SOA) OF STRENGTH TWO

In addition to the above families of designs, orthogonal arrays of

strength two (Fisher 1945, Plackett and Burman 1946, Rao 1947, Seiden

1954, Addelman and Kempthorne 1961, Addelman 1962a 1962b 1972, and

Kackar 1982) will be studied before and after augmentation to detect

lack of fit due to the presence of a higher order underlying model.

These designs are advocated by Taguchi for off-line quality

control purposes (Taguchi, 1986). Such designs do not allow for

the estimation of interactions between design factors, when fitting

either a main effects model or a second order model without

interactions. His claim is that main effects and/or pure quadratic

effects far outweigh the importance of interactions, so he does not

consider them at all in his design recommendations. Of course, if

interactions do exist, the resulting estimated factor effects will be

biased. Thus, the slope estimates will also be biased.

An application of the slope bias measure and the MSE measure in

slope estimation to be developed will involve two designs typical of

those recommended by Taguchi: the L8 array, which is an eight point

SOA of strength two, used to fit a seven factor main effects model; and

the Lg array, which is a nine point SOA of strength two, used to fit a

second order model without interactions in four factors. The design

matrices are given below. Augmentation of these designs to detect lack

of fit will be discussed in Chapter 3.
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-1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1 -1
-1 -1 -1 1 -1 1 1
-1 1 1 -1 1 1 1

L8 = -1 1 1 1 -1 -1 -1 (1.6.7a)
1 -1 1 -1 -1 -1 1
1 -1 1 1 1 1 -1
1 1 -1 -1 -1 1 -1
1 1 -1 1 1 -1 1 .

-1 -1 -1 -1
-1 0 0 0
-1 1 1 1

Lg = Ü -1 O 1
0 0 1 -1 (1.6.7b)
0 1 -1 0
1 -1 1 0
1 0 -1 1
1 1 0 -1 .



CHAPTER 2

SPHERICAL SLOPE VARIANCE MEASURES

This chapter extends the relationship between slope variance and

optimization to the case of k independent variables. It develops a

measure of variance in the k jointly estimated slopes parallel to the

factor axes, which is general enough in nature to be used to evaluate

any response surface design in its ability to efficiently and precisely

locate the optimum.

Due to the wide scope of applicability of this slope variance

measure, very few analytic results can be developed that hold true in

general. So in order to gain more insight about slope estimation

precision, a measure based on the variance of one slope is developed.

This more specific measure is applicable to the class of standard

response surface designs in which slopes parallel to the factor axes are

estimated with equal precision. Thus, consideration of one slope is

adequate.

The family of central composite designs is studied in some detail.

Choices of design parameters are made which facilitate precise slope

estimation. These choices are then compared to those recommended for

response prediction. Often the best design for slope estimation in a

given portion of the region is not necessarily that which is best for

response prediction.

30
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Several other families of second order designs are investigated in

somewhat less detail, and guidelines are provided as to what designs

are "best" for precise slope estimation. These designs will be studied

further in terms of robustness to outliers in the data, and to missing

observations, in Chapter 4.

2.1 EXTENDING THE RELATIONSHIP BETNEEN THE SLOPE VARIANCE AND THE
LOCATION OF THE OPTIMUM TO THE K VARIABLE CASE

Consider using the method of least squares to fit a second order

model in k independent factors (equations 1.1.2 and 1.5.3). The

estimated kxl vector of slopes is given by

A A

s = 4. (1)-
öl

In the case of three independent variables, this is specified as

b1 + 2b11X1 + (b12x2 + b13X3)
A

Q = bz + 2b22X2 + (b12x1 + b23X3) (2.1.1)

b3 + 2b33x3 + (b13X1 + b23X2) .

A

Denote the symmetric kxk variance—covariance matrix of Q as

V11 V12 ... V1k

V = V22 ... V2k
. . (2.1.2)

Sym. · . Vkk .

Making the standard normal assumptions about the error vector,

LN N(Q- 021):
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the estimated slope vector at the optimum, go, follows the

multivariate normal distribution

$0 ~ mg. v>.
while at an arbitrary location (not the optimum), Ä,

$'v·1$ „ X2'(k, ,1/2), where ,1 = ;'v·1; . (2.1.3)

In order to describe the (1—a)100% confidence region (CR)

around the optimum, Ä0, define P to be the probability that an

arbitrary Ä ¢ go lies inside the (1-a)100% CR around ÄO. It can be

shown that
P = Pr{X2’(k, p/2) s X2a’k}. (2.1.4)

That is, P is the probability that a noncentral chi-square random

variate is less than or equal to a critical point in a central

chi-square distribution. If P is large, then one is highly likely to

classify a non-optimal point as optimal; if P is small, it is not very

probable that a point will be misclassified as optimal. The value

of P decreases as p, the noncentrality parameter, increases, so in

terms of its ability to precisely identify the optimum of a resonse

surface, a design is desirable if it yields a large value for p.

2.2 A SLOPE ESTIMATIGN MEASURE BASED ON E-OPTIMALITY

Recall for response prediction the E-optimality design criterion.

An E—optimal design is one which minimizes the maximum eigenvalue of

(X’X)‘1, the variance-covariance matrix of Q. Herein is developed

a slope estimation criterion for the optimization problem, which

chooses the design yielding the smallest maximum eigenvalue of V,
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the variance—covariance matrix of s. It will be shown that using this

criterion (E-optimality for slopes) is equivalent to choosing the design

yielding the most desirable confidence region around the location of the

optimum.

Recall that we wish to choose a design with a large value of p, as

defined in (2.1.3). We will do this by choosing the design with the

largest minimum value of p for a given length of the slope vector.

Theorem 2.2.1: with V defined in (2.1.2),

min
s’V‘l;

= 1/[>L(V)1,
;’;=1

where xL(V) is the largest eigenvalue of V.

Thus, calculating xL(V) for several candidate designs, and

choosing the design yielding the smallest XL(V), is equivalent to

choosing the design with a large minimum p value, and thus a small

probability of falsely classifying non—optimal points as optimal.

Pgggfz

Since V is a kxk real symmetric matrix, there exists an orthogonal

matrix P such that

PIVP = diag(x1, X2, Xk) = D

where the xj’s are the k eigenvalues of V.
D°1

P'v·1P = o·1.

The eigenvalues of
V‘1

are the inverses of the eigenvalues of V and the

same orthogonal matrix P diagonalizes both V and V‘1.

If a < b, then 1/a > 1/b,
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so the largest eigenvalue of V is the inverse of the smallest eigenvalue

of v·1. now,
;'v·1; = ;’PP’V'1PP’; since PP’=I

= z’D“1; where ;=P’s is an orthogonal
transformation of s, which implies
that ;’;=s’PP’s=;’;.

k
=_2(1/)x)j zj?
J=l

To minimize this subject to ;’;=r2, or equivalently ;’;=r2, we must

set z1=1r and the other zj=0 for j¢1, where 21 corresponds to the

smallest eigenvalue of V"1. But note that the smallest eigenvalue of
V‘1

is the inverse of the largest eigenvalue of V, so

mm ;'v·1s= .s’s=r2
and thus the theorem is proved.|

The eigenvalues of the slope estimation variance-covariance matrix

V, are complicated functions both of the design used, and of the

location of the point at which the slope is to be estimated, x.

For fairness in the comparison of designs with differing sizes, define

ic

).L(V) = N X maX { Äj: |V-xjI|=0 (2.2.1)
*1

Using modern algebra techniques, it is possible to express the
xj’s

as

functions of x, but the result is not in a form easily manipulated. It

cannot be determined, from the expressions, which eigenvalue is largest,

so integrating the largest eigenvalue is not possible. Hence, no

*average of xL(V) on spheres will be calculated.
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A spherical measure of slope variance is developed for a given

design by maximizing and minimizing xt(V) over the surface of

k—dimensional spheres of varying radii, using the appropriate V matrix

at each location. The optimum functional values are found using

Vining’s search algorithm. The maxima and minima are then plotted

against the radius, resulting in a general slope variance envelope

(GSVE) for the jointly estimated slope vector. In effect, what is

being plotted is the inverse of the minimum noncentrality parameter

defined in (2.1.3) maximized and minimized on spheres in the design

space. We pick the design with the lowest maximum curve plotted, thus

yielding the "smallest" confidence region around the location of the

optimum.

To illustrate this measure, Figure 2.2.1 is a general slope

variance envelope (GSVE) for using the three variable CCD (1.6.1) with

a=1.732 and three center runs. Figure 2.2.2 is the GSVE for a

Box—Behnken design (1.6.2) with three center runs. It is not

appropriate to compare Figure 2.2.1 to Figure 2.2.2 as the designs have

not been scaled to lie on the same radius, Comparison of these and

other standard RS designs are made with the appropriate scaling, in

Section 2.3, using the variance of one slope, since the k slopes are

estimated with equal precision. Figures 2.2.3 and 2.2.4 are GSVEs for

the hybrid 311B (1.6.3c) and the dual axial CCD (1.4.3) where g=.7816,

a1=.5833, and a2=1.3O15, respectively. It will be shown that these

designs are recommended as those four "best" for precise slope

estimation. They will then be studied for robustness in Chapter 4.
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2.3 DEVELOPMENT OF THE SLOPE VARIANCE ENVELOPE FOR ONE SLOPE

To gain more insight into precise slope estimation, consider the

estimation of a single slope parallel to any one of the factor axes.

The slope of the surface in a direction parallel to the ith factor axis

is obtained by taking the partial derivative of the response function

with respect to xi. For three factors, the slope in the direction of

X1 is
S1 = GM;)/öxi

=[010D2x100x2x30]Q

= l1'Q. (2.3.])

For standard response surface designs and least squares estimation of

Q, the k slopes are estimated with equal precision. Thus, without

loss of generality and for ease of notation, the slope criterion will be

derived for si. Note however that the estimated slopes are not

independent. Due to this fact, the results will only apply to the

estimation of each slope separately and not to joint estimation. Recall

the general variance measure for the kx1 vector of jointly estimated

slopes developed for use with non-standard RS designs. The dependence

among the slopes when using standard RS designs is small enough that

both criteria yield similar results. The present method is less

complex, so it is used for the standard RS designs to gain information

about slope estimation precision.

we seek to assess slope estimation capability in a given region.

Recall the spherical variance for the response, given in equation 1.3.2.

The sample size is used in the expression to punish a design for using
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many points when compared with a smaller design.

To provide a similar measure for the average slope prediction

variance (henceforth called slope variance) on spheres, the same

averaging convention is used. with K and U, defined in (1.3.2), define

V*V = N§_f var(si(x))dx (2.3.2)
0 Ur

= tr(,uM‘1)

= cii + ;2(4ciiii + z ciiää), (2.3.3)
k J

where p = Kf lili’dx,
Ur

M‘1
= N(X’X)‘1 with elements denoted as c’s,

D is over the (k-1) interactions involving factor xi,
J

cll is the variance of bi weighted by N,

cllll is the variance of bii weighted by N,

and clljj is the variance of bii weighted by N.

Details of the development and the form of
M“1

are found in Appendix

A.1. The calculation of
V*”

for a given design is straightforward once

(X’X)'1 has been calculated. Optimization on spheres, however, remains

quite complex. The search algorithm developed by Vining, modified for

use on the slope, is used to calculate the maxima and minima on spheres,

A graph containing curves for the maxima, minima, and average slope

variances, is a slope variance envelope (SVE) for one slope. Every

slope variance for a slope parallel to a factor axis lies somewhere

inside the envelope. The slope variance envelope (SVE) describes a

standard RS design’s ability to precisely estimate the slope.
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2.4 COMPARING STANDARD RS DESIGNS USING V*'

In order to provide a fair comparison of standard response surface

designs in their ability to precisely estimate the slope in a region of

interest, each design is scaled so that the design radius is equal to

jk. In addition,
V*”

includes a factor of N to punish a larger design

for requiring so many points. By comparing graphs for designs adjusted

as such, where V*T is plotted against the radius of several concentric

spheres for each design, a simple, yet fair, comparison of slope

estimation precision inside the design region results.

2.5 V*T FOR THE CENTRAL COMPDSITE DESIGN

The design matrix for the CCD is given in (1.6.1). The three

parameters which specify the CCD are a, the location of the axial

points, no, the number of center runs, and na, the number of runs

taken at each axial. In this section, choices for these parameters will

be considered in order to facilitate precise slope estimation.

Hussey (1983) showed for the CCD that

(X’X)‘1 = a Q'
b1k’

Q'
Q Clk Q' Q'
blk Q (d—e)Ik+e11k’ Q' (2.5.1)
Q Q Q T11

where i=k(k-1)/2 is the number of interaction terms in the model,

a = (kF+2a4)/D

b = -(F+2o.2)/D
c = 1/(F+2a2)
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d = (D+J)/2a4D

6 = J/2a4D

f = 1/F

0 = N(kF+2a4)-k(F+2a2)2

6 = (F+2a2)2-NF

F = # of factorial points

N = # of points in the design

a = location of the axial points.

Making the appropriate substitutions for cil, cllll, and clljj,

N

+ r2N(k—1) .
._. (2.5.2)

kF

This will be used to determine optimal values for the parameters in a

CCD.

2.5.1 THE PARAMETER a

The location of the axial points in a CCD affects the slope

estimation capabilities of the design.

Theorem 2.5.1: when the central composite design is scaled so that
the design radius is jk, V V as defined in (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) lS
minimized for all radii, 0 s r s jk, with respect to a , when a =
jk. The proof is in Appendix A.2.

Note that this agrees with Lucas’s (1976) study of D-efficiencies for

the CCD.
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Figure 2.5.1a illustrates the spherical slope variance for CCD

designs, varying a. Four axial locations are compared for designs with

one center run. Clearly the CCD with a=jk is uniformly optimal

inFigure2.5.1b portrays a comparison of three CCDs with a ranging from

1.0 to 1.682 (the response rotatable value) in prediction variance. By

comparing Figure 2.5.1a to Figure 2.5.1b, it becomes clear that designs

uniformly better for slope estimation are not uniformly better for

response prediction.

2.5.2 THE NUMBER OF CENTER RUNS

It can be shown using differencing methods, that there is no clear

answer as to the number of center runs and axials to use that holds

across all values of a and over the experimental region. As Ott and

Mendenhall found for the k=1 case and three experimental locations, it

depends on where in the region one wishes to predict. This is why

pictures such as the VDG, GSVE and SVE are necessary and useful.

Results are stated below, but details are given in Appendix A.3.

If a is sufficiently small, say up to 1.0, center runs worsen

slope prediction across the region. If a is larger, 1 s a s jk, slope

estimation is improved with the addition of center runs (1, 2, or 3

only) in the outer portion of the region. Slope prediction precision is

actually lessened in the center of the region, but by a negligible

amount. More than three center runs adversely affects slope estimation

capabilities. Recall that V*V is weighted by N. The effect of this is

seen in these results. A decrease in performance as judged by this
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measure may indicate that there is simply not enough reduction in

variance obtained at the cost of the additional points. Note that

adding points in one location may reduce performance at that spot since

it takes two locations to determine a slope. It is understandable then,

that center runs can actually damage slope prediction at the design

origin, though not appreciably. Figure 2.5.2 illustrates the case

Q=1. As the analytic results revealed, when Q is small, center runs

are undesirable. Figure 2.5.3a shows the improvement obtained by adding

center runs when Q is near jk. Note that there is greater improvement

at the perimeter than there is damage in the center. These results for

slope estimation are opposite to those for response prediction as seen

in Figure 2.5.3b.

2.5.3 REPLICATING POINTS IN A CCD

Since it takes more than one location to determine a slope, one

might expect that replication efforts should be concentrated at the

axial points. A study of V*V performance for the CCD with na=1 and the

CCD with na=2 revealed that indeed, sometimes this is the case. But

once again, it depends on the location of the axial points, and the

use of pictures is again necessary.

If Q is small, replicating axials improves performance in the

outer portion of the region. If Q is close to, but less than

C=jkF/(F+n0), then replicating axials worsens prediction everywhere.

When Q becomes larger than C, there is slightly improved prediction in

the center, but not enough to offset the damage done to the rest of the
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region. Figures 2.5.4a and 2.5.4b illustrate these results. The

results indicate that for precise slope estimation, if using a

face-centered-cube (a=1.0) then it is better to replicate at the axials

than in the center, but if using an a~Jk CCD, center runs should be

replicated, not axials. Details of the investigations of center runs

and axial points are in Appendix A.3.

2.5.4 THE SLOPE VARIANCE ENVELOPE FOR THE CCD

The average slope variance on a sphere does not give any

description of the dispersion of the slope variance over the sphere.

It turns out that the design parameter values which are favorable for

V*V are also usually favorable for RofV*, where

RofV*(r) = müx var(;(x)) -
mir

var(;(x)). (2.5.3)
xa r xa r

when V*V increases, in most cases, RofV* increases as well. This

is described by Hockman and Myers (1988). But when RofV* is small,

it does not guarantee in every case, that V*V is small. Figure 2.5.5

portrays the slope variance envelope for the three variable CCD with a

= j3 and three center runs. This is the best CCD by themeasureClearly

RofV* is not as small as for the slope rotatable CCD, but note

that even the maximum slope variance curve for the a=J3 CCD is smaller

than the
V*”

curve for the slope rotatable CCD shown in Figure 1.4.1.

In three variables, the recommended single-axial CCD for precise slope

estimation is that with a=J3 and three center runs.
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2.6 SLOPE VARIANCE ON SPHERES USING OTHER SECOND ORDER DESIGNS

The prediction capability of the dual axial CCD (satisfying the min

V**|min 8** criterion of Myers and Lahoda), the Box-Behnken design

(BBD), three Hybrid designs, a Notz design and the Hoke—D2 design are

presented and compared in this section for the three factor case.

Recall that all designs have been scaled (if necessary) to lie on and

within a radius of jk.

2.6.1 DUAL AXIAL CCD

The dual axial CCD is a good design by the
V*”

measure. Figure

2.6.1 provides an assessment of its slope prediction precision. The

dual axial CCD has properties of V*V and RofV* that are comparable to

the single axial CCD where a < jk.

2.6.2 BOX-BEHNKEN DESIGN

The prediction picture for a Box-Behnken design is given in Figure

2.6.2. Its performance is very similar to that of the ¤=jk CCD.

Box-Behnken designs are nearly y-rotatable out to a radius of about 1.0,

(see Giovannitti—Jensen, 1987), but they are not nearly slope—rotatable.

2.6.3 HYBRID COMPARISON

Three Hybrid designs are assessed in Figures 2.6.3-2.6.6. Clearly

311B is the best for slope estimation. This class of designs is very

promising for use in estimating the slope of a response surface.

2.6.4 SATURATED D-EFFICIENT DESIGNS

Saturated D-efficient designs (Atwood, 1977) are generally poor

designs by this criterion. The Box-Draper, the Notz, and the Hoke-D2
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designs, each with one center run, are evaluated in Figures 2.6.7,

2.6.8, and 2.6.9 respectively. All three have large V*V and RofV*

across the region, and thus do not represent desirable alternatives to

the CCD, the BBD, or the Hybrid classes of designs.

Clearly, in many cases, the designs best for response prediction

are not those best for slope estimation. If the response surface

analyst is more interested in the optimization problem than in

prediction, the slope variance envelope is at least as important a

criterion for choosing designs as the response prediction criteria.
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2.7 THE “BEST" DESIGNS FOR PRECISE SLOPE ESTIMATION

Four specific response surface designs have been chosen as

recommended for slope estimation in the k=3 case. The methods developed

to make such choices can easily be applied to more variables, resulting

in similar recommendations.

The four designs are:

1. The single-axial CCD with a = jk and 3 center runs,

2. The Hybrid 311B with an additional center run (N=12),

3. The Box-Behnken design with three center runs,

and 4. The dual-axial CCD with no center runs, where g=.7816,
al = .5833, and 0:2 =1.3015.

They are all very close in their capability to estimate the slope

precisely, as is shown in Figure 2.7.1. Note that for all four

designs, their maximum variance curves are below the slope variance

curve for the slope-rotatable CCD, which is seen in Figure 2.7.2. This

implies that even at their worst, these designs estimate the slope more

precisely than does the s—rotatable CCD at its best (except for a very

small area in the center).

Plots such as the VDG, GSVE and SVE are more informative than

measures of efficiency such as G-efficiency (Lucas, 1976).

Giovannitti-Jensen and Myers (1989) show that G-efficiencies alone do

not adequately describe response prediction variance across the region.

It is recommended to compare designs for optimization purposes by

comparing slope variance envelopes (or GSVEs), but when many designs

are considered, it would be useful to have some kind of efficiency
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measure. There is no measure of G-efficiency for slope estimation, but

an efficiency measure can be developed by measuring a design’s

performance relative to the "best" design for precise slope estimation.

Although several designs have been recommended for precise slope

estimation, an efficiency measure will be defined relative to the

single axial CCD with a=jk and 3 center runs. Unlike the case of

response prediction, for most standard response surface designs, the

maximum difference in slope estimation precision is found at a specific

location in the region, that is, at the perimeter,

Theorem 2.7.1: If V*V as defined in (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) is used to
measure and compare the slope estimation precision capabilities of two
standard RS designs, the maximum difference in V V from one design to
the other is located at the design perimeter, that is, at r = jk,
provided that

1’

i¢j i¢j

The proof is given in Appendix A.4.

Although it has not been proved, it appears that the biggest

difference in the maximum slope variance on spheres occurs at the

perimeter as well. Based on this conjecture, an efficiency measure for
A

slope estimation is defined to be the ratio of max [var(si)] for a
A

standard response surface design, to max [var(si)] for the stated

"best" CCD. That is, define the slope variance efficiency measure as
A

max [var(si|CCD)]
x’x=k

SVEM(DSN) = ..................... . (2.7.1)
A

max [var(si|DSN)]
;’;=k
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If SVEM(DSN) is less than 1.0, then DSN does not provide as precise

slope estimation as does the CCD (with a=jk and three center runs) at

the perimeter, which is where the difference in designs is conjectured

to be greatest. It is hoped that in future research, a precise measure

comparable to G—efficiency in slope estimation can be developed.

The SVEMs for the four recommended designs are given in Table

2.7.1.

TABLE 2.7.1

Design for k=3 §!EM

CCD, a=1.732, 3 C.R.s ....... 1.00

Hybrid 311B, 2 C.R.s ....... 1.04

Dual axial CCD, g=.7816,
oz1=.5833, <x2=].3015.....0.83

BBD, 3 C.R.s ........... 0.78



CHAPTER 3

SPHERICAL SQUARED BIAS AND MSE MEASURES

In some experimental situations, especially in the initial

phase of a response surface investigation, the experimenter may not

specify the complete or correct model form. Thus, he may wish to

afford himself protection against bias in either response prediction

or in slope estimation. In this chapter, a measure of slope bias

due to an underspecified model will be developed. It is a spherical

squared bias measure analogous to that developed by Vining for response

prediction. The spherical slope bias, combined with the spherical

slope variance, into an MSE measure, will be applied in an

investigation of saturated orthogonal arrays. The squared slope bias is

then used in Chapter 4 to evaluate the designs recommended for precise

slope estimation in their robustness to outliers in the data.

3.1 BIAS IN THE PREDICTED RESPONSE

3.1.1 THE HAZARDS OF AN UNDERFIT MODEL

Suppose a model is fit which is of order dl.

y = Xläl + L, (3.1.1)

when the correct model is of order dz > dl,

_¥=X1ä1+X2Q2+£, (3.1.2)

where Xl is the Nxpl model matrix for the fitted model, Qi is the

plxl vector of corresponding coefficients, Xz is the Nxpz matrix of

61
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independent variable terms not in the fitted model, and Q2 is the

corresponding pzxl vector of parameters not present in the presumed

model. The model has been underfit.

There are hazards associated with underfitting. The estimate of
oz is biased upward. That is,

E(s2)= 02 + Q2'[X2’X2 - X2’Xl(Xl'Xl)'1Xl'X2]Q2. (3.1.3)

The estimated model coefficients, bl, are biased:

E(Ql) = Ql + (Xl'Xl)”1Xl'X2Q2. (3.1.4)

In addition, there is bias in response estimation:

E(Y(80,1)) = 80,1’[Q1 + (X1’X1)'1X1'X3Q3]· (3-1 5)

Thus, the prediction bias at a point in the true

model space, is written

(3-1-6)

where A=(Xl’Xl)‘1Xl’X2 is the alias matrix.

3.1.2 PREDICTION BIAS

Vining (1988a, 1988c) has developed the analogue to the variance

dispersion graph of Giovannitti—Jensen and Myers, assuming that the

experimenter has fit a polynomial of order dl, when a polynomial model

of order d2>dl is appropriate. The squared prediction bias at a point

go in the true model space is given by

B(80) = é3’[80,1'A · 80,3']'[80,1’^ · 80,3']é3- (3-1-7a)

For notational simplicity, Vining defines

^**(80) = [80,1’A — 80,3]’[80,1’A · 80,3]- (3-1-8)
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H€nC€, B(;0) = Q2'l·\**(;0)Q2. (3.1.7b)

By maximizing and averaging B(;0) over the surface of several

concentric hyperspheres in the design space, centered at the design

center, bias plots similar to the variance dispersion graphs for

response prediction result.

3.2 BIAS IN SLOPE ESTIMATION

when a researcher assumes a polynomial model of order dl when the

true model is of order d2 > dl, there is bias in the estimated

slopes of the fitted surface as well. The presumed response model of

order dl is given by (3.1.1), while the true model of order dz is

given by (3.1.2). The slope of the surface in the direction of the

xj axis using the presumed model is obtained through partial

differentiation of the presumed model with respect to xj, and is

written

Sj = ljl'Ql, (3.2.1)

but the true slope is

Sj = lj1IQ1+ lj2'Q2, (3.2.2)

where ljl is the vector such that lj1,Q1 is the partial derivative of

the presumed model, and ljz is such that lj2’Q2 contains the terms

in the partial derivative of the true model not contained in ljl/Q1.

It follows that

Xzäzl
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=
lj1’[Q1

+ AQ2]- (3-2-3)

where A=(X1’X1)'1Xj’X2 is the alias matrix. Hence, the bias in the

slope is
A

E(Sj) — E(Sj) = [lj1'A · lj2’]§2 (3-2-4)
and the squared slope estimation bias in the estimated slope parallel

to the xj axis, at a point go in the true model space, is

* 1 _ 1 _ _ 1 1 _ 1 _ _ 1Bj (X0) = Q2 [lj1 A lj2 ] [lj1 A lj2 ]Q2

= Q2’Aj*(x0)Q2- (3-2-5)

wh@Y@ Aj*(x0) =
[lj1’A — lj2’]’[lj1’A — lj2’]-

3.2.1 MAXIMIZING SLOPE BIAS ON SPHERES

Analogous to the slope variance plots, the maximum and average

squared slope biases on hyperspheres of radius r are plotted against

the radius. However, Bj*(x0) is a function of Q2, which is unknown.

A result from linear algebra (Noble and Daniel, 1977) states that since

Bj*(x0) is a quadratic form in Q2,

max é2’Aj"(x0)122 = Ak.
Q2'Q2=l

where Ak is the largest eigenvalue of Aj*(xo). Noting that Aj*(x0) is

positive semidefinite and of rank one, it has exactly one positive

eigenvalue. Since the trace of a matrix is equal to the sum of its

eigenvalues, tr{Aj*(x0)}=Ak. By plotting the slope bias in units of

Q2’Q2-
max Q2’Aj*(xn)Q2 = tP(Aj*(xn)) (3-2-6)

Q2 Q2=l

and
* *max

Q2’Aj
(x0)Q2 = max tr(Aj (xo)}. (3.2.7)

x0’x0=r2
x¤’xo=r2
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Note that the bias in the estimated slopes parallel to the k factor

axes are equal for most standard response surface designs. To

account for those cases where they are not equal however, we will

maximize the maximum of the k slope biases over the surface of the

hypersphere. Define

B*(x0) = max Bj*(xg)-
J

The computer algorithm developed by Vining is used to search the

surface of spheres to locate optimum functional values.

B*maX(V) = max 2{ max [tr(Aj*(x0))] }-
X0 ;g=Y J

3.2.2 AVERAGING SLOPE BIAS OVER SPHERES

The average slope bias on a sphere of radius r, B*aVg(r), is also

a function of Q2. A double integration approach is used to calculate

the average slope bias. The first average is over the surface of a

hypersphere in the Q2 space, (Uß), where |Q2|=1 and Q2 is the

vector of parameters in the true model that are not in the fitted

model. Note that this averaging convention simply implies that the

plot of slope estimation bias will be in units of |ß2|. The second

average is over the surface of the hypersphere of radius r, (Ur), in

the design variable space. That is,

B*avg(Y‘) = Kf f B*(ÄO)dÄdÄZ

= (1/p2)tY‘[A'011A - 2012]-X + 022], (3.2.8)

where K'1 = f f dxdgz,
Uß U,
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~k

°11 = Kf 151151 dx-
Ur

*
°12 = Kf 151152’d¥»

Ur
·k

°22 = KI 152152**1
Ur

·k
and j identifies the slope for which B*(;o)=max Bj(;0).

ak ~k uk J
The quantities ol}, olg, and ogg are spherical region moment matrices

and are calculable. Stroud (1971) provides the details of the

integration but the useful results are given in Section 1.5.

3.2.3 MEAN SQUARED ERROR IN SLOPE ESTIMATION

when conducting a response surface investigation for

optimization purposes, the interest is in finding a model with both

small slope variance and adequate protection against slope bias.

Bias is of particular importance when a first order model is fit.

Consider combining the slope variance and slope bias information into

one measure of slope estimation capability. By assessing the relative

importance of bias to variance, we will define the MSE measures.

Recall that the mean squared error in slope estimation is given

by
A

M$E[Sj(£0)] = ¤2lj1’(X1’X1)“1lj1 + Qg'A*j(;9)Q3-

A result from linear algebra (Noble and Daniel 1977) states that

max
Qg’Af‘(xo)Qg

= qzu
Iä2|=q

where ÄL is the largest eigenvalue of Aj*(;0). It has been shown that

ÄL = tr[Aj*(;0)]. Hence, define
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MSEmaX(r) = max max {o2l·1’(X1’X1)‘1l·1 + q2tr[A·*(x0)])
Xo,X0=Y2 J J J J

Note that q is the length of the unknown Q2 vector, which is the

source of the bias.

Before dealing with the unknown 02 and qz, consider the average

mean squared error.

-0 -0: 2 :

where A*(x0) is chosen from the Aj*(x0) so that B*(x0)=max Bj*(x0).

From results in Chapter 2 and Section 3.2.2, this can be written

~k ~k ·k

MSEaVg(Y‘)r
P2

Now the unknown oz and q2 must be addressed. Dealing with these

quantities effectively is critical in that they describe the state of

nature, that is, the amount of bias present relative to the variance.

Consider

MSE*maX(r) = MSEmax(r)

02 + qz

= [max
2

max [ 02 lj1’(X1X1)'Jlj1 + qz trAj*(x0)]

*° J0
+q 0 +q

= max
2

max [(1—wB)lj1’(X1’X1)‘Jlj1 + wBtrAj*(xO)],
xo ;0=Y J

and MSE*aVg(r) = MSEaVg(r)

O2

+ak ·k ·k

WB tY‘[A'011A-2012A+022],
U, ...

P2
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where WB is the relative importance of slope bias in the mean squared

error of slope estimation. This division by (o2+q2) simply states

that the MSE*(r) plots will be in units of (¤2+q2).

Naturally the relative weight, wß, must be chosen to provide a

meaningful balance between variance and bias. One must address the

amount of bias which is important, and thus should be protected

against, relative to the variance, and choose WB to reflect that

amount. In practice, one is not smart to use a design to fit a

model known apriori to be underspecified. Typically, it is good to

build into the design the ability to detect lack of fit. The choice

of WB will be made through consideration of the lack of fit test.

It can be shown that the noncentrality parameter (n.c.p.) in a

lack of fit test can be written as

vThen.c.p. is not constant for all Q2 of length q, so consider an

average noncentrality parameter,

Iä2?=¤ ——
202[J2

Given the average n.c.p., the average power of the lack of fit test

can be calculated.

So, the experimenter determines the q2/62 value which yields the

appropriate average power to detect lack of fit, thus defining the

amount of bias he considers to be important. He then calculates
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mz/¤2>
WB = ......—... ,1+<q2/021

which is used in the measures of mean squared error in slope

estimation.

The above determination of WB is carried out before any

experimentation, so regardless of the design chosen for

experimentation, a design good for detecting lack of fit must be

used in the calculation of wB. The chosen design for practice is

then evaluated using MSE*maX(r) and MSE*aVg(r) in its ability to

adequately protect against a predetermined amount of bias. This

bias is that which would have been detected with a known power if

the ideal design for detecting lack of fit had been used.

In the following section, saturated orthogonal arrays (SOAs)

will be evaluated using the MSE* measures in their ability to protect

against bias that would cause a lack of fit test to have power .5,

that is, the amount that would cause a lack of fit test to reject

the hypothesis of model misspecification 50% of the time. The

designs used to calculate WB are those determined to be good for

detecting lack of fit, and will be given in each case studied. The

SOAs will then be augmented with points added to detect lack of fit, and

the resulting designs will be evaluated in their ability to protect

against bias using the MSE* measures. In order to compare designs of

differring sizes (SOAs versus augmented SOAs), MSE*aVg(r) and MSE*maX(r)

will include a factor of N, the number of points in the design.

Adjusted as such, they represent a measure of efficiency in slope bias
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protection. Note that power to detect lack of fit does not guarantee

protection from slope bias.

3.3 BIAS IN SLOPE ESTIMATION USING AUGMENTED SATURATED ORTHOGONAL
ARRAYS

Quality improvement is receiving increased attention in the

United States today. American industry is being forced to change its

views on quality. One reason for this is the success of the

Japanese. They have been able to produce high quality products at

low cost. Taguchi credits off-line quality control measures

as the most efficient way to assure product performance.

Off-line quality control refers to efforts to build quality

into a product/process at the design stage. (Taguchi, 1986.)

Taguchi uses experimental designs composed of orthogonal arrays

of strength two with a marginal means analysis to choose the best

level for each of many design factors investigated in what he calls

parameter design. This section will apply the MSE* measures to

evaluate designs like those recommended by Taguchi.

Users of Taguchi methods claim that the goal of parameter design is

not to estimate coefficients or even to fit a model, but simply to

identify design factors which can be used to control the response,

whether it be a signal—to·noise ratio or a product characteristic. But

once these factors are identified, a level for each is chosen to

optimize the response. This choice is made by looking at graphs, but

the technique is equivalent to estimating linear coefficients in a
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sometimes oversimplified model.

When a model is underspecified, it is appropriate to

investigate induced biases. In this section, the slope estimation

biases are investigated before and after augmenting an orthogonal

array with points which maximize the power to detect lack of fit due

to a higher order underlying model. The use of MSE* plots will be

illustrated.

3.3.1 THE ALTERNATIVE MODELS

The matrix Aj*(x0) depends on the choice of the higher order

alternative model. Ne consider three alternatives:

1) fit a first order model and protect against only two—factor

interactions,

2) fit a first order model and protect against bias due to a

full quadratic,

and 3) fit the second order model without two-factor interactions,

yet protect against them.

These three situations are of particular interest in the

evaluation of screening designs like those recommended by Taguchi.

The spherical MSE* measures for slope estimation will be applied to

evaluate saturated, or near-saturated, orthogonal arrays before and

after augmentation to detect lack of fit. It is hoped that we can

determine whether or not power to detect lack of fit translates into
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protection from bias due to model misspecification.

3.3.2 CRITERION FOR AUGMENTATION

Morris and Mitchell (1980, 1983) present designs for detecting the

presence of interactions which are good in the sense of

tr(L)-optimality and augment these designs according to the

D-optimality criterion. The result is a compromise between tr(L)-and

D-optimal designs. Basically, tr(L)-optimality is an attempt to

maximize the power of detection of the lack of fit due to an

underspecified model. we will start with the D-optimal

orthogonal arrays of Taguchi, and augment them according to

tr(L)-optimality.

Suppose that a model is underspecified. For example, say the

experimenter fits the main effects model

1 = Xläls

where Q1' = (ßo ßl ... ßk),

and X1 = [1 x1 X2 ... xk],

when the true model includes two-factor interactions,

1 = X1Q1 + Xgäg,

wnara Q2' = (ß12
ß13and

X2Supposefurther that the method of least squares is used to fit the

presumed model. It can be shown that the expected residual sum of

squares can be written

E(RRS) = (N - Y‘(X1))02 + QZILQZ, (3.3.13)
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where r(X1) denotes the rank of the matrix X1, and

L = X2’[I - X1(X1'Xl)'X1']X2 (3.3.1b)

is the lack—of-fit matrix. Morris and Mitchell (1980) showed that

maximizing the trace of the lack-of—fit matrix, tr(L), also

maximizes

E(@_2'LQ2) = ß2INTtr(L), (3.3.2)

where ß2INT is the average of the squared interaction coefficients.

For any alternative model, to use the tr(L) criterion, one picks

a design that has large tr(L), thus large E(RSS), when |Q2| > 0. The

authors modified the DETMAX algorithm of Mitchell (1974) to search a set

of given candidate points for those which maximize tr(L) for a given

number of design points. In practice, they actually maximize tr(T‘1L),

where T is of the same form as L, but X2 and X1 are replaced by their

candidate points counterpart. This is similar to the idea of a region

moment matrix in RS terminology, where the region is defined by the

candidates. They use this form of the tr(L) criterion because it has

some nice invariance properties.

The value of tr(T’1L) increases with each added point. This

means that the power to detect lack-of-fit is increasing. It seems

intuitive that the increased detection power may also, in these

cases, provide protection against bias in response prediction and/or

in slope estimation. We will use the spherical MSE* plots to measure

the difference in MSE* attained by augmenting according to the

tr(L)-optimality criterion.
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3.3.3 DETECTION DOES NOT GUARANTEE PROTECTION

Two of the designs typical of those recommended by Taguchi are

the L8 and L8 SOAs given by (1.6.7a) and (1.6.7b). The first, L8,

is used to fit the seven factor main effects model. The second, L9,

is recommended for fitting a second order model without interactions

in four factors. Each design, unaugmented, is saturated, and thus

provides no power to detect lack of fit. Each array has been

augmented, according to tr(L)-optimality, one point at a time,

until the design size is doubled. with each added point, the power

to detect lack of fit is increased. The alternative models

considered as the sources of lack of fit are those listed in Section

3.3.1, with L8 augmented to detect lack of fit due to the first

alternative model, and L8 augmented for the third case. The

augmented designs are summarized in Tables 3.1 and 3.2.

The MSE* measures are used to measure protection against bias

(and variance) obtained from the added points. Augmented L8 arrays

are investigated in their ability to protect against slope bias from

alternative models 1 and 2, while the Lg augmented arrays are

evaluated in their ability to protect against slope bias from

alternative model 3. The designs used to calculate WB in the MSE*

measures in each case are 1) the resolution IV fractional factorial in

seven variables, 2) the resolution IV fractional factorial with center

runs, 3) a central composite design in four variables.

The results of the investigations are portrayed in Figure 3.3.1

through Figure 3.3.5.
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TABLE 3.1

AUGMENTED L8 DESIGNS

FACTORS POINTS* TO BE ADDED TO MAXIMIZE TR(T‘1L)
I

wizäéääl Qßußäliäléjll
1 ———- + — — X X

2 - — — + — + + X X X X

3 - + + - + + + X X X X X X X

4 — + + + — - - X

5 + — + - - — + X X X X X X X X

6 + — + + + + — X X X X X

7 + + — — — + — X X X

8 + + — + + - + X X X X X X

tr(T‘1L)/N: 4.7 8.4 11.5 14 16.2 18 19.6 21

*Points checked "X" are foldovers of the points across from the

check, in the L8 design. e.g. the 11—point design contains L8 and

foldovers of points 3, 5, and 8.

A foldover of a point is the point which reverses all of the

signs in the original. For example, the foldover of

(+1,-1,+1,—1,—1,—1,+1) is (—1,+1,—1,+1,+1,+1,—1).
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TABLE 3.2

AUGMENTED Lg DESIGNS

§_ t;Ll;lL)[§ ADDED RUNS*

10 5.0 (+ - - -)

11 5.9 (- — + +) (+ + + +)

12 6.4 (- - + +) (+ + + +) (- + — +)

13 6.9 (+ - — —) (— + — —) (— — + -) (— — - +)

14 8.1 (+ + + +) (— — + +) (— + — +) (- + + —)
(+·-—)

15 8.6 (+ + + +) (- — + +) (— + - +) (- + + —)
(+—--)(+——+)

16 8.6 (+ + + +) (— — + +) (— + - +) (- + + —)
(+ — + -) (+ — — +) (+ + - -)

17 9.3 (+ + + +) (— - — +) (+ — + +) (- + - -)
(+ + — +) (- - + -) (+ - - -) (+ + + -)

18 9.4 (— - — +) (+ - + +) (— + — -) (- + + -)
(- - + -) (+ - - —) (+ + + +) (+ + - +)
(+ + + —)

* The basic Lg array is contained in ai] of the resuiting designs.

The design matrix for Lg is given by (1.6.7b).
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Figure 3.3.1 contains the MSE*aVg(r) against radius plots for five

L8 arrays when protecting against the model with two factor

interactions: L8 unaugmented, L8 plus two points, L8 plus four

points, L8 plus six points, and the folded over L8 design. Recall

that MSE*aVg(r) has been adjusted by a factor of N for each design.

Without this adjustment, each added point does provide some additional

protection against slope bias uniformly for all radii, but the measure

assumes a cost of zero for the additional points. It is more realistic

to think in terms of maximizing efficiency in bias protection by

including the sample size factor. By studying Figure 3.3.1, we see

that in the perimeter of the region (which is most important when

searching for an optimum using a first order model), the added points

are not worth their cost in providing slope bias protection, on the

average, against a model with interactions. At the perimeter, the

unaugmented L8 array has the smallest MSE*avg, and the measure gets

larger with each additional point. Thus we must conclude that when

protecting against slope bias in the presence of interactions, added

points providing detection power do not efficiently provide protection.

Figure 3.3.2 is more interesting. This plot contains the

MSE*max(r) versus radius curves for the same five L8 arrays.

Continuing to focus on the perimeter of the region, again we see

that the unaugmented L8 array is most efficient in protecting against

bias in a minimax sense. If we are to augment at all however,

according to tr(L)-optimality, the next best design is the

completely folded over array with eight additional points. Keep in
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mind that the MSE* measure includes a factor of N for each design,

punishing the larger design for requiring the extra points. But

the conclusion is still the same: points added to detect lack of

fit due to interactions do not efficiently provide slope bias

protection in the portion of the region where it is most needed.

Figures 3.3.3 and 3.3.4 are illustrations of the MSE*aVg(r) and

MSE*maX(r) measures respectively, where the same five L8 arrays are

evaluated in their ability to provide protection from bias induced

by the full quadratic model. The same conclusion is stated even

more strongly in this case.

Finally, Figure 3.3.5 portrays the results of the Lg, second

order, investigation. In the figure are plots of MSE*aVg(r)

including the sample size factor, against the radius r, for four L9

arrays: the unaugmented Lg array, Lg plus three points added to

maximize the power to detect lack of fit due to interactions, Lg

plus the six best points, and Lg plus the nine best points.

Clearly, the added points for detecting lack of fit are not

efficiently protecting against slope bias due to interactions. It

can be shown that even if the factor N were omitted, the added

points provide negligible amounts of added protection. A plot

containing the MSE*maX(r) information has the same appearance and

thus has not been included.

The conclusion then, is that augmenting saturated orthogonal

arrays to detect the lack of fit due to an underspecified model,

will not necessarily provide efficient protection against slope
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estimation bias in the portion of the region where it matters

most. It is only fair to note here, that the points

considered as candidates for augmentation of L8 and Lg are those in

the complete 27 factorial with center points, and the complete 34

factorial respectively. These are quite reasonable sets of

candidate points, but the results may have been different if

candidate points were chosen say from a uniform distribution over

the region. The intent here is simply to illustrate the usefulness

of the MSE* measures in such an investigation.
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CHAPTER 4

A STUDY OF ROBUSTNESS IN SLOPE ESTIMATION

Recommendations have been stated regarding designs for precise

slope estimation. It is important to study the performance of such

designs in other than ideal conditions. This chapter addresses the

presence of outliers in the data, and the problem of missing

observations. The first problem results in biased slope estimation,

while the second changes the variance of Q.

4.1 ROBUSTNESS TO OUTLIERS IN THE DATA

There are sources of bias in slope estimation other than model

misspecification. One such source is the presence of outliers in the

data. In this section the slope bias measures of Section 3.2 are

applied to the mean shift outlier model to develop maximum and

average measures of slope bias due to outliers. These measures are

then used in an evaluation of the response surface designs

recommended in Section 2.7 for precise slope estimation, in their

robustness to outliers.

4.1.1 THE MEAN SHIFT OUTLIER MODEL FOR SLOPE ESTIMATION

Consider the Nx1 response vector y. Suppose there are p2

suspected outliers among the N responses. Rearrange the elements of

y so that the outliers are the last p2 elements of the vector.

Correspondingly, rearrange the fitted model matrix X1 so as to

83
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maintain the proper associations between response and factor levels.

That is, fit the model
1 = Xläl + g„

where 1 = 1_1 (n-p2)x1 vector of non·outliers,

(p2 x 1) vector of outliers,

and X1 = X1,_1 (n—p2)xp: corresponding to non-outliers

-X1’1
-

(p2 x p): corresponding to outliers.

If there are indeed p2 mean shifts or outliers in the data, then the

true model form can be written as

1 = X1Ä1 + Äzßg + s„

where 12 is an Nx1 column vector of zeros and ones, with unity

occupying the last p2 positions. ßz is a scalor representing the

size of the mean shift at those points. The slope bias due to

outliers will be developed for the second order fitted model with a

single outlier in the data. Thus,

Ä2'=[0 0 0...01].

The slope parallel to the xj axis is sj = lj1’Q1 but the

estimate of Q1 will be biased.

E<€j> = 1j1'<x1'x1>·1x1'E<§>
= lj1’(X1'X1)“1X1’[X1Q1 + Ägßg]

= lj1'[Q1 + Aßz]
Wh€Y‘€

A = (xllxl)-IXIIÄZ .

The slope estimation bias is then
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E($j) · E($j) = lj1'Aßg,

and the squared slope bias due to an outlier at a point xi in the

design D, is

Bj,out,i(£o) = ßz2[A1’lj1]2-

For standard response surface designs and least squares

estimation, the oulier biases in slopes parallel to the k factor

axes are equal. So without loss of generality, the measures will be

developed for one slope and the subscript j will be dropped from the

notation.

Note that an outlier could potentially occur at any one of the N

design points (thus the subscript i on A). Ne will consider two

approaches to dealing with this. First, if the experimenter wishes

to provide himself with overall protection from outlier bias when an

outlier at any point is equally likely, he could pick a design with

small average outlier bias, where the average is taken over the

design points. The second is a minimax approach, where the design

is chosen with small maximum bias, where the maximum is over the

design points. In the first case, we are providing protection

against bias from an outlier at any design point, whereas in the

second case, we are protecting against the worst case bias. In

either case however, we still need to maximize and average the

measure over the surface of spheres of varying radii to generate a

plot describing outlier bias in slope estimation across the region.
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4.1.2 MAXIMIZING AND AVERAGING OUTLIER BIAS ON SPHERES

In developing measures of oulier bias in slope estimation,

several cases could be considered, but they are not all unique.

when previously dealing with bias, we either averaged or maximized

bias over the sphere |Q2|=1 in the Q2 space, which means we plotted

the bias in units of |Q2|. with outlier bias, the two cases are

identical since ßz is a scalor, and no averaging or maximizing is

needed in the ßz space. we also permitted the possibility that the

bias in slopes parallel to the k factor axes may differ, and we

considered the maximum of the k biases. Since these measures of

outlier bias are to be used on standard RS designs, this is no

longer necessary since the k biases are equal. Two items remain for

consideration: averaging versus maximizing over the design points,

and averaging versus maximizing over spheres of radius r in the

design space.

In order to develop a plot analogous to the slope variance

envelope, we will first average the slope outlier bias over the

design points.

avg such that |ß2| = 1
Ä-jED

= avg
[A1’l1l2

ÄjEÜ
N

= (1/N) E
[A1’l1]2

i=1

Then the optimum functional values on spheres are located with

Vining’s algorithm, and a slope outlier bias envelope results.
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* N
max max (1/N) E

[Ai’li]2
x0’x0=r2

x0’.>s0=r2 i=1

. * . N 2m1n (1/N) E [Ai’li] .
Ä0 l=]

Also on this graph is plotted the average taken over the surface of

the sphere.

* N 2avg B; t (r) = Kf (1/N) E [A·’1·1lJ ou ,avg Ur i=1 1 3

N 2 2 2 2
= + (Y 'tä am,-i]

where aZ,i denotes the zth element of the Ai alias vector resulting

from an outlier in position xi. The subscript j is included for

clarity in the calculation, but the average bias will have the same

value for all k values of j. E denotes the sum over all m positions
m

in the Ai alias vector corresponding to an interaction term involving
9 10

xi. (e.g. if j=1 then E = 2; if j=3 then E = E , etc.)
m m=8 m m=9

Picking a design with an attractive slope outlier bias envelope

constructed as such, is choosing that which provides adequate

protection from outlier bias when an outlier is equally likely to

occur at any of the design points. When we include the factor of N

for comparing design of differing sizes, we see that here we are

interested in minimizing the total slope estimation bias of all

possible outlier positions in the data. Figures 4.1.1 through 4.1.4

evaluate the four designs recommended for precise slope estimation

using this slope outlier bias envelope measure.
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The design most robust to overall outlier bias in slope

estimation is the previously recommended dual axial CCD (Figure 4.1.4).

The design least robust is the Hybrid 311B (Figure 4.1.1). The CCD and

BBD rank in the middle. Note that the ranking of robustness matches the

sizes of the designs (largest is most robust), but this is merely a

coincidence. For example, using the CCD or the dual axial CCD, a

large bias results in the slope sj estimate when the outlier is at an

axial point in xj (an outer axial for the dual axial CCD). This is

because these points are used to estimate the pure quadratic effects,

and the bias in the pure quadratic coefficients is heavily weighted in

this measure of slope estimation bias. The biases resulting from

outliers at other points are quite small however, so the designs

evaluated using the average measures look robust.

Using the BBD, the worst place for an outlier to occur when

estimating sj is at a "factorial" point where xj=11. There are eight

such points, so even though the bias at each is not very large, the

sum of the eight results in a large overall bias measure. Nhen using

the Hybrid 311B, the largest bias ocurrs at a center run, but half

of the remaining points contribute a large amount of bias as well,

so the overall robustness is poor by this measure.

A true minimax approach to outlier bias involves choosing the

design with the smallest “worst case" outlier bias in slope

estimation.

Zolgäfrz $UCh that IßgI=l
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= max max [Ai’l1]2.x0’x0=r2
xi6D

Figure 4.1.5 illustrates the result of evaluating the four RS

designs using this minimax approach. Clearly the ranking of

robustness has changed. This measure plots the worst amount of bias

possible at a distance r from the design center, if the outlier

occurs at the worst possible design point. Now the BBD and Hybrid

311B rank better than the CCD or the dual axial CCD.

4.1.3 CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING ROBUSTNESS T0 OUTLIERS

Since the two approaches rank the four designs differently in

robustness to outliers, it is difficult to choose the RS design best

for all situations. The situation must dictate which of the two

approaches to use. For example, if the experimenter knows which

portion of the region is likely to contain outliers, a design can be

recommended based on the minimax approach, where the maximum bias is

taken over the design points located in that portion of the design

region. If however, the experimenter expects outliers to occur at any

location with equal probability, the bias averaged over design points

is more appropriate, and the dual axial CCD or the single axial CCD

should be used.

It is important when using the CCD or the dual axial CCD, to be

extra careful in executing the axial point block. with the Hybrid

311B or the BBD however, a single outlier is not nearly as capable of

badly biasing the slope estimation results. The robustness of these
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four designs will be studied further in the next section, in

relation to missing observations.
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4.2 ROBUSTNESS TO MISSING OBSERVATIONS

Sections 2.1 and 2.2 developed a general measure of variance in the

estimated slope vector. The measure is applicable to any response

surface design, not just those which provide equally precise estimates

of slopes parallel to factor axes. The general measure will be used in

this section to examine the robustness of those designs recommended in

Section 2.7 to missing observations.

For comparison of designs of differing sizes, x:(V) as defined in

(2.2.1), includes a factor of N. In order to compare designs across

design classes, in terms of robustness to missing observations, define

the missing data loss for a given design, relative to the best full

design in its class, as

MDL(DSN1) = xi[V(rmax),DSN1] - xi[V(rmax),FULL DSN]

The index considers At[V(r)] at the perimeter of each design

(rmax=radius of design) since this is where the designs

differ the most in At(V). Note that the scaling of designs to a radius

of jk is not necessary with the use of this index. Nhile AT(V),

maximized on spheres, will be used to compare designs within a class

for robustness, the MDL for a design is used when comparing across

design classes. The design with the smaller MDL will be more robust.

4.2.1 ROBUSTNESS OF THE CCD TO MISSING OBSERVATIONS

The design matrix for the central composite design is given by

(1.6.1) and the parameter values chosen for precise slope estimation in
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three variables, are a=j3, n0=3, and na=1. To verify that the same

parameter choices result from the current, more general slope variance

measure, see Figures 2.2.1 and 4.2.1. The first graph is the general

slope variance envelope for the recommended CCD, and Figure 4.2.1 gives

the plots of AI(V) maximized over spheres in the design space for

several other CCDs. The recommendations made in Section 2.5 are

strengthened here. The investigation of robustness to missing

observations is conducted relative to the full CCD depicted in Figure

2.2.1.

There are three different kinds of points in a CCD: center runs,

axial points, and factorial points. This investigation considers

dropping one or more observations of each kind, and measuring the

increase in slope estimation variance, relative to the full CCD, by

plottingxm§xr2xt(V) for the competing designs on the same graph.

Note that by comparing Figure 2.2.1 to 4.2.1, we see that dropping

two center runs does not result in much deterioration in slope

estimation precision. Figure 4.2.2 investigates dropping either a

factorial or an axial point from a CCD. Dropping any one axial point

results in the same maximum x?(V), as dropping any one of the eight

factorial points gives the same At(V) plot. Clearly, one missing

axial point is not nearly as damaging as a missing factorial point.

Figure 4.2.3 illustrates the results of dropping up to four

factorial points. The four chosen for deletion are those in the full

CCD not present in a small composite design (Hartley, 1959). Label
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those dropped as
A: (-1, -1, 1)
B: (-1, 1, -1)
C: (1, -1, -1)

and D: (1, 1, 1).

As stated, dropping any one of these will yield the same resulting

maximum xt(V) plot. Similarly, there is a unique result for dropping

any three of the four. when only two are dropped at a time, there are

two unique results: one if either A and B or C and D are dropped, and

another if A and D or B and C are dropped. The results are quite close,

but the worst case is plotted in Figure 4.2.3. The ability of the CCD

to precisely locate the optimum is diminished when there are missing

factorial points.

Lost axial points, on the other hand, are not as devastating.

Figure 4.2.4 depicts the maximum At(V) results for CCDs with up to

three axial points missing. Note that two axial points in the same

variable cannot be dropped simultaneously and maintain estimability of

the quadratic coefficients in the model. For example, if (-a, 0, 0)

is missing, then (a, 0, 0) must be present for model estimation.

To lose two center runs and/or up to three axial points is better

than to lose a single factorial point. This is understandable and

perhaps even expected, when the form of V is considered. Each

element of V, vij, is highly dependent on the precision of the

estimated interaction coefficients, and they are estimated through the

factorial portion of the design.

For purposes of future comparisons, the MDLs have been calculated

for several CCDs with missing observations. They are tabulated in Table
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4.2 at the end of this section, as the percentage loss in slope

estimation precision.

4.2.2 ROBUSTNESS OF THE BBD TO MISSING OBSERVATIONS

The design matrix for the three variable Box—Behken design is given

in (1.6.2). Three center runs were since determined as optimal. That

is the design evaluated for robustness to missing observations. The

general slope variance envelope for the full BBD is shown in Figure

2.2.2. It can be shown that dropping two of the three center runs does

not have much of an effect on the plot. Note that it is not scaled to a

radius of jk, since the MDL is used for comparisons across design

classes.

In the investigation, up to three points will be dropped from the

full BBD, and xt(V) will be plotted to determine robustness. Consider

the design as center runs and the collection of three "blocks" of four

points each: the first four listed in (1.6.2), The second set of four

in (1.6.2), and the third set of four listed. Up to one point from

each "block" will be dropped. More than one point missing from a

"block" could make coefficients inestimable.

The results of dropping one, two, and three points from the full

BBD are displayed in Figure 4.2.5. Dropping any single point (of the

twelve) yields the same plot of xT(V) maximized on spheres. The loss

of a single point appears quite damaging to slope estimation. Dropping

a second point yields two distinct, but close, results, the worst of

which is plotted in Figure 4.2.5. Three missing points is not much
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worse than dropping two observations, and yields four distinct, yet

close, results, the worst of which is shown on the graph.

The missing data relative indices for the BBD are given in Table

4.2 for comparison of robustness to missing data of the BBDs to other

classes of designs. It appears that the class of BBDs is not as robust

to lost points as the class of CCDs.

4.2.3 ROBUSTNESS OF THE HYBRID 311B TO MISSING OBSERVATIONS

The hybrid 331B design to be evaluated using x:(V) plots for

robustness to missing data is given in (1.6.3c). Note that only one

point can be dropped in order for all terms in the model to be

estimable, and that the center run cannot be lost. Figure 2.2.3

depicts the general slope variance envelope for the full hybrid 311B.

Keep in mind that the designs in this chapter are not scaled to lie on a

radius of jk since the MDL measure used to compare designs across

design classes is invariant to scale.

Dropping one point from the design yields three unique results: one

for the “axials", or the first two points given in (1.6.3c); one for

the points where (xl X2 x3) = (1.7507, 12.1063, 11); and one for the

points where (xl X2 x3) = (12.1063, 1.7507, 11). Figure 4.2.6

illustrates each of the three cases relative to the full hybrid 311B.

Dropping either the first or second design point is damaging to slope

estimation, but not nearly as devastating as dropping any other point

in the design. The missing data relative indices are listed in Table

4.2. Dropping an “axial" from the hybrid 311B is not as bad as dropping
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a point from a BBD, nor as bad as a missing factorial in a CCD, but

dropping one of the other points from the 311B is worse than any lost

point in either of the other classes.

4.2.4 ROBUSTNESS OF THE DUAL AXIAL CCD TO HISSING OBSERVATIONS

The design matrix for the dual axial CCD is given by (1.4.3). The

general slope variance envelope for this design is given in Figure

2.2.4. Keep in mind that AI(V) is not scaled for comparison across

design classes.

There are many ways to drop points from the dual axial CCD, since

it contains many more points than there are parameters in the model. A

few of the interesting cases are considered here to further illustrate

the usefulness of the general spherical slope variance measures, and to

give an overall idea of the robustness of the dual axial CCD, but a

detailed study is not included for the sake of brevity.

There are three kinds of points in the dual axial CCD: the

factorial points, the inner axial points, and the outer axial points.

Figure 4.2.7 contains the results of dropping one point of each of the

three types. It is interesting, yet not surprising, to note that the

inner axial points do not contribute much to precise slope estimation,

so dropping one inner axial point actually improves this measure of

efficiency in precise slope estimation. Dropping one outer axial point

causes slight damage to slope estimation precision, but the loss of a

factorial point is much more troublesome. This is similar to the single

axial CCD case.
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Figure 4.2.8 investigates dropping two points at a time. Dropping

any two factorial points brings marked reduction in slope estimation

precision. The three distinct cases are plotted in Figure 4.2.8.

Dropping one inner axial point with the corresponding outer axial point

still provides increased efficiency in slope estimation. The inner

point is not necessary and by removing it, we offset the reduction in

efficiency attained through the loss of the outer axial point. Many

more cases could be considered, but we can say that the loss of axial

points may or may not reduce slope estimaiton variance, while missing

factorial points worsen slope estimation precision considerably. Some

“missing data loss“ indices are given in Table 4.2 for comparison to

other design classes.
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TABLE 4.2

MISSING DATA LOSS INDICES

HDL
CCD - 2 center runs 2.00%

CCD — 1 axiai point 4.81%

CCD — 2 axia1 points 4.40%

CCD - 3 axiai points 5.23%

CCD — 1 factoriai pt 57.16%

CCD — 2 factoriai pts 95.59%

CCD - 3 factoriai pts 124.85%

CCD - 4 factoriai pts 148.57%

BBD - 1 point 119.90%

BBD - 2 points 199.55%

BBD - 3 points 215.01%

H311B — "axiai point" 41.16%

H311B — pt with x1=i.7507 353.89%

H311B — pt with x1=12.1063 325.02%

DCCD - 1 inner axial pt -2.51%

DCCD - 1 outer axial pt 4.29%

DCCD - 1 factorial pt 64.47%

DCCD - 2 factoriai pts 96.64%

DCCD - 2 corresponding axiai pts -1.56%
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4.2.5 CONCLUSIONS CONCERNING ROBUSTNESS T0 MISSING POINTS

The dual axial and single axial central composite designs are

clearly the most robust designs in terms of missing data points. With

these designs however, factorial points are more expensive to lose than

axial points. The Box—Behnken design is not robust to missing points.

This is evidenced by the fact that the loss of one point more than

doubles xt(V) at the perimeter.

If a point is lost from the nearly saturated hybrid 311B, the result is

usually devastating. The design requires fewer points, but each point

is indeed necessary to provide precise slope estimation.



CHAPTER 5

SUMMARY AND FUTURE RESEARCH AREAS

5.1 SUMMARY OF SIGNIFICANT CONTRIBUTIONS

5.1.1 PRECISE SLOPE ESTIMATION

When identifying an optimal set of operating conditions for a

system is the goal of the response surface analysis, then slope

estimation is more important than response prediction. A tool has been

developed to measure the variance in the jointly estimated slope vector.

The tool measures and depicts the probability of incorrectly placing a

non-optimal point (location in the region) inside a (1—a)100%

confidence region around the location of the optimum. One then picks

the design with the smallest probability of such a misclassification.

The criterion involves plotting the largest eigenvalue of the

variance-covariance matrix of the estimated slope vector, weighted by

the design size, N. The matrix is a function of both the design and of

the location where one wishes to estimate the slope. The measure is

maximized and minimized over the surfaces of concentric spheres centered

at the design center, and these are plotted against the radii of the

spheres. The result is a general slope variance envelope (GSVE). It is

appropriate for use in the evaluation of any response surface (RS)

design in its ability to precisely locate the optimum, regardless of

balance in the design. Due to its wide scope of applicability, it is

quite complex mathematically, and perhaps more complex than is

necessary when evaluating standard RS designs, where the slopes

107
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parallel to the k factor axes are estimated with equal precision.

For evaluating the standard RS designs, a simplified slope

variance envelope for one slope was developed, which is analagous to the

variance dispersion graph (VDG) of Giovannitti-Jensen and Myers. A

detailed study of central composite designs (CCDs) was conducted to

determine the optimal design parameters for precise slope estimation.

It was found that the axial points should be placed on the same radius

as the factorial points, that is, a=Jk; when Osasl it is better to

replicate axial points than center runs; and when 1<a replication

efforts should be concentrated at the center and not the axial points.

The opposite is true when considering precise response prediction. Many

other designs were studied, and four were chosen as “best" for precise

slope estimation:

1) the CCD with a=Jk and k center runs,

2) the dual axial CCD,

3) the hybrid designs, and

4) the Box—Behnken designs with k center runs.

These designs were investigated further in a robustness study.

5.1.2 BIAS AND MSE IN SLOPE ESTIMATION

A measure of squared bias in slope estimation was developed, which

is analagous to that developed by Vining for response prediction. It

measures the maximum bias of the k slope estimates, then depicts it in

a picture through maximizing and averaging it over the surfaces of

concentric spheres centered at the design center, and plotting the
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results against the radii of the spheres. Combined with the measure of

variance in one slope, a measure of MSE in slope estimation results.

This was used to evaluate the protection from bias due to an

underspecified model, obtained through augmenting saturated orthogonal

arrays to maximize the detection of lack of fit. It turned out that

points added to detect lack of fit do not efficiently provide protection

from bias due to an underspecified model.

5.1.3 ROBUSTNESS TO OUTLIERS IN THE DATA

The four designs recommended for precise slope estimation in the k=3

case were evaluated in their robustness to outliers. The squared bias

measure was applied to the mean shift outlier model to define a measure

of bias due to outliers. Two approaches were taken to deal with the

fact that an outlier could occur at any one of the design points. The

first assumes that an outlier is equally likely to occur at any design

point, and averages the resulting bias over the design points. The

second is a minimax approach, where the criterion measures the bias

occurring at the worst possible location in the design. The CCD and dual

axial CCD are most robust to outliers, noting that extreme care must be

taken when executing the axial points in either design.

The tools developed for conducting this study are best for use in

such studies involving standard RS designs, where the bias in slopes

parallel to the k factor axes are equal, and the dependence among the

slopes is not large. The measure of bias is limited in that it does not

consider the dependence among the slopes.
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5.1.4 ROBUSTNESS T0 MISSING OBSERVATIONS

The general slope variance envelope developed to measure the

variance in the vector of jointly estimated slopes was used in a study

of the four recommended designs in their robustness to missing data.

The tool is extremely useful, in that it is appropriate for use in

evaluating any RS design, whether or not it is balanced in the design

space. Again, the CCD and the dual axial CCD are recommended. Each

design studied contains a few different "types" of points (e.g.

factorial, axial, and center points in a CCD). At least one of each

type was dropped from each design, and a summary plot was given to

depict the importance each has with respect to precise slope estimation.

Some points can be lost without the variance results changing

drastically, while the loss of other points yields devastating variance

results. It is interesting to note that in the case of the CCD, if an

axial point is a suspected outlier, it may be better simply to drop it

from the analysis. It can cause extreme outlier bias, yet the loss in

slope estimation precision is not great.

5.2 FUTURE RESEARCH AREAS

The slope variance envelopes, either in general or for one slope,

are useful as tools for comparing designs. Unfortunately, a single

plot is not very meaningful. It would be useful to develop an analogue

to G-efficiency for application to slope estimation, so that a single

plot could be compared to a theoretical optimum value for slope

variance.
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It is planned to evaluate design performance in a cuboidal

region of interest.

The general slope variance envelope is related to E—optimality in

slope estimation. One seeks to minimize the maximum eigenvalue of the

variance-covariance matrix of the slope vector. Further development of

the E-optimality idea as applied to slope estimation could lead to

designs constructed to be slope-E—optimal.

A measure of variance in the jointly estimated slope vector has

been developed, but bias has been measured in a single slope, ignoring

the dependence among slopes. It would be useful to develop a measure of

bias in the vector of jointly estimated slopes. Once completed, it

could be combined with the general slope variance into a measure of MSE

in the vector of estimated slopes.
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APPENDIX A.0

Theorem 1.2.1: In the case of one independent variable (u) in a second

order model, and symmetric experimental designs Di and Dj,

if var[s(u),Di] > var[s(u),Dj]

where u is an arbitrary location of the region, then the probability of

placing the point u inside the (1—a)100% confidence interval for uo

using Di will be larger than that using Dj.

ßgggfz Fit the following model using the method of least squares.

; = bo + blu + bzuz.

The estimated slope of the response curve at the optimum, uo, is

;(u0) = go = bl + Zbzuo.

[(20) = ßl + Zßzuo = O, and

var(;0) = var(bl) + 4u02var(bz),

since bl and bz are uncorrelated for symmetric designs. Hence,

go w N(O, obl2+4u02ob22).

It follows that,

[;(¤g)l2 = (bl + zbzuoiz ~ X2}.

EFETBEwherecii are diagonal elements of

lC0o Co1 Cozl
C11 C12

sym. czz
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and U=[1 g gz] is the model matrix corresponding to the experimental

design. For an arbitrary, fixed u¢u0,

l;(¤)]2 P X2’1,v, where v = (ßl +2ß2u)2

@1 ¤2ä22>
is the noncentrality parameter. To show that if var[s2u),Di] >

var[s(u),Dj], where D is the experimental design used to estimate the

slope, then the (1-a)100%CI for uo using Di is "better" than that from

using Dj, it is shown that the probability that an arbitrary

u¢u0 lies inside the CI is larger for Di than for Dj. That is, show

that if

var[s(u),Di] > var[s(u),Dj],

théh Pi = PY‘{ (b1+2b2U)-J2 S XZGJI }

Pr{ (b1+2b2u)J2 S ,,20,,1 1 = PJ,

where Pm is the probability that an arbitrary u lies inside the

(1-a)100%CI around the optimum, using design Dm. For either design,

P = PW S X2cx,1)
=1— > X2a,1

The value of P decreases as the noncentrality parameter, u, increases.

S0, it must be shown that the noncentrality parameter using design Di,

VJ, is smaller than that for using Dj, vj.

Denote the noncentrality parameters as

P1 = (ß + 2ßg¤)2
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and vj = (B1 + 2ßzu)2 (A.0.1)

The denominator of the noncentrality parameter is the variance of the

estimated slope. If var[;(u),Di] > var[;(u),Dj], then V1 < vz, and

hence, Pi > Pi, and the theorem is proved.|

Estimating the slope precisely does, in fact, guarantee a

smaller probability of misclassifying a non-optimal point as optimal.

To calculate the probabilities in Table 1.2.1:

The noncentrality parameters are calculated for each design,

and P1 and Pz are obtained from tables of the noncentral

Chi—square distribution. Table A.0.1 lists values of

vl, vz, P1 and Pz for values of u across the experimental region,

using the model, D1 and D2 as defined in section 1.2:

S = 1 + 4u - 2u2

D1: (n_1, no, n+1) = (8, 4, 8)

D2: (n_1, no, n+1) = (5, 10, 5).

Note that for values of u where var[s(u),Di]>var[s(u),Dj], then

vi<vj. when u is sufficiently far from uo, however, neither design

would put u inside the CI, and when u is close to 1 (the optimum in

this case), the variance of the slope is so large for both designs that

either would place u inside the CI.
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TABLE A.0.1

L lg. lg. .Eg. ig.
.1 172 120 0 0

.2 91 78 0 0

.3 44.8 45 0 0

.4 21.9 25.3 0 0

.5 10.7 13.3 .1 .04

.6 5.0 6.6 .38 .28

.7 2.13 2.9 .71 .60

.8 .742 1.05 .85 .80

.9 .149 .214 .93 .92

1 0 0 1 1



APPENDIX A.1

DEVELOPMENT OF THE SPHERICAL VARIANCE OF SLOPE ESTIMATION

Define the average slope variance on a hypersphere of radius r as

V*V = NK f var(s(x))dx, where K'] = f dxET u,. u,.
(2.3.2)

k
and U„={x: E xl2=r2}.

i=1

For standard RS designs and least squares estimation, the slopes of

the surface in directions parallel to the k factor axes are estimated

with equal precision. without loss of generality, consider the slope in

the direction of the xl axis. The development is given for k=3 for ease

in notation, but the results generalize directly to the k variable case.

The second order response model is written

A 3 3 3
y = bg + E bjxj + E bjjxjz + E bijxlxj (1.1.2)

j=] j=] i<j

The slope in the direction of the xl axis is given by (2.3.1).

Hence,

Vw = gl; fU:ar(l’b)dx

= NK f l’var(b)l dxZZ u,.
= lg y l’¤2(X’X)'1l dx

0 Ur

= NK f ¤2tr(l’(X’X)‘1l) dxZ2 ul.
= NK f ¤2tr(H’(X’X)‘1)dx

0 Ur
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= Mé {¤2tv‘[(f H’d;)(X’X)’1]d;}
0 Ur

= tr[(Kf H’d;)M‘1]
Ur

= tr [ pM'1], (A.1.1)

where ßl = ¤< _r Q’dx
ehe M-! = N(X’X)'1.

U
The spherical moment matrix for the slope sl is

ß = Kf ll’dX
Ur

= K f 0 [0 1 0 0 2xl 0 0 X2 X3 0] dx

0
2Xl

0
0

X2XS

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
O 1 Ü O 2Xl O Ü X2 X3 O
0 0 0 0 0 0 O 0 0 0
0 0 0 0 02 0 0 0 0 0

= K f 0 2xl 0 0 4x 0 0 2x X2 2xlx3 0 dx
U, 0 0 0 0 U 0 0 Ö 0 0

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0
0 x 0 0 2x x 0 02 1 2 XZZ X2ä3 0
O X3 0 0 2x x3 0 0 xäxg X3 0
0 0 0 0 4 0 0 0

0
1

0 [01
O

= 402 (A.1.2)
0

0
[0] ¤z

O 2 0 le
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where 02 = xy xizdx = rz/k (1.6.9e).
Ur

The weighted variance—covariance matrix for k=3 is given by

M·1 = u(x'x)·1

C0 CI C2 C3 C11 C22 C33 C12 C13 C23
C11 C12 C13 C111 C122 C133 C112 C113 C123

C22 C23 C112 C222 C233 C122 C123 C223
C33 C113 C223 C333 C123 C133 C233

C111l C1122 C1133 C1112 C1113 C1123
= C2222 C2233 C1222 C1223 C2223

C3333 C1233 C1333 C2333
Sym_ C1122 C1123 C1223

C1133 C1233
C2233

(A.1.3)

Substituting (A.1.2) and (A.1.3) into (A.l.1), we obtain

v** = tr(pM‘1)

= C11 + ++=

C11 + + C1122 + C1133] (A_1_4)

In general, for the k variable case, the spherical variance of a

slope in the direction of the ith factor axis is written

^
..V*V(si)= cll + ;2(4c"" + E c"JJ) (2.3.3)

k i¢j

where E is over the (k-1) interactions involving factor xi.
i¢j



APPENDIX A.2

Theorem 2.5.1: when the CCD is scaled so that the design radius is jk,
V*”

as defined in (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) is minimized for all radii

Osrsjk, with respect to a, when a=jk.

Rrggf: Two cases will be treated separately and then the results will

be combined:
1. CCD with asjk

2. CCd with azjk.

Case 1:

Hussey provided the form of the (X’X)‘1 matrix for the CCD,

(2.5.1). Making the appropriate substitutions, V*”CCD is given in

(2.5.2). Differentiating (2.5.2) with respect to a provides

information on desirable and undesirable locations for the axial

points, in terms of the spherical slope variance.

v**‘CCD = N + N(k-1)r2 + 4r2(N2(kr-F+2a4)-N(k-1)(F+2a?)2} .

EZ.2

= -4aN + a(3Vd term) .

(3rd term) = i·Z(A+ßa2+ca4) ,

where A = 4NF(k-1)(N-F)

B = —16NF(k-1)

C = 8N(N—2(k—1))
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0 - 2k2F(N—1)

E - -6k2F

G = 4k(N-2k).

6V*r = -4aN

5EÄ- (?IE§2)2

+ r2[(0a4+Ee6+ce8)(2ße+4ce3)-(A+0e2+ce4)(40a3+6E„5+66a7)]

- -01 +r2(NuM),
(DEN)

where D1 - 4aN 2 0, 0sN - [0e4+Ee6+ce8]2 2 0,@$2
and NUM is the numerator of the second term in 6V*V/aa apart from r2.

To determine for which radii V*" is decreasing as a becomes

larger, consider the following.

< 0 when r2 < D1(DEN/NUM) if NUM>0
aa

rz > D1(DEN/NUM) if NUM<0.

Since D120 and DEN20,
V*”

decreases at all r when NUM < 0. Due

to the complex nature of NUM, a computer was used to calculate its

value for O<¤sJ k. NUM is less than zero for all a s J k, so V*” is

decreasing on every radius in the design region when a is increasing.

This implies that to uniformly minimize V*V using a CCD, a should be

as large as Jk.

Note that values of a>Jk were not investigated in this case, since

equation (2.5.2) does not incorporate the scaling convention requiring
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all design points to lie on or within a radius of jk.

Case 2:

To scale a design with radius R to a radius of jk, multiply the

design matrix by jk/R.

The unscaled X = [l X1 gz ... Äk glz ...gk2 glgz ... Äk_1Äk]

becomes X = [1 (jk/R)gl ... (jk/R)gk (k/R2)gl2 ... (k/R2)gk

lk/Rzmxz. . . lk/R2>xk-1;k1.
Hence, for the CCD without replicated axials,

N Q' (k/R2)(F+2a2)Qk' o

(x'x)= Q (k/R2)(r+2a2)1k o o

(k/R2)(r+2a2)Qk o (k?/R4)(2a41k+FQkQk') o

Q 0 0 (kz/R4)FIl

8 O bl_k' O

0 Clk O O<x'x>·1 =
blk 0 (d-€)Ik+€lklk’ 0

O 0
0wherea, b, c, d, e, and f are redefined by setting (X’X)(X’X)‘1=Ik

and solving the equations simultaneously.

a = (2a4+kF)/D

6 = -R2(F+2a2)/ko

c = R2/[k(F+2a2)]

d = (D+J)R4/2a4Dk2

6 = JR4/zaikzo

f = R4/k2F
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J = (F+262)2-NF

0 = N(kF+2a4)-k(F+2a2)2 .

when a > jk in the unscaled CCD, then the radius R of the design is

Cii + L2 (4Ciiii + zciijj)
k j¢i

For the CCD,

6*1 = 62N/k(F+26?)

ciidd = N64/kzr
Ciiii = dN_

Thus,

N6?k(F+2a2) k3{N(kF+2a4)—k(F+2a2)2} k3F

6v**CCD = k(F+2a2)2aN-Na34k +
4r2(k—1)Na3

+
r2 6 (2N2[(k—1)F+2¤4]—2N(k—1)(F+2¤2)2}
k3 66 N(kF+2a4)-k(F+2a2)2

As long as the CCD contains at least one center run,

6 V*”CCD(si) > 0 for all r such that Osrsjk when azjk.

Z6

Combining case 1 and case 2, the optimal d value, is a=jk, and

the theorem is proved.



APPENDIX A.3

REPLICATING CENTER RUNS AND AXIAL POINTS IN A CCD

First consider adding center runs to a CCD. Write

N = F + 2kna + no

= FA + no,

where na is the number of replicates of an axial point, F is the

number of factorial points, FA is the sum of the number of factorials

and the number of axials, and no is the number of center runs. Let

Vm denote
V*”

for the CCD with m center runs. Similarly, let Cmii,

cmiiii, and cmiijj denote the appropriate elements of
M‘1

for the CCD

with m center runs. To determine whether or not to add a center run,

consider

Vm_Vm+1 = Cmii_Cm+1iik

If this quantity is negative, it is not beneficial to add the center

run. If it is positive, an extra center run is helpful. It will be

shown that adding a few center runs improves slope prediction

precision in the outer portion of the design region more than it

damages slope estimation variance near the center.
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Vm _ Vm+1= _1 4(cmiiii _ Cm+1iiii)].
F+2naa2 K F

ciiii = N2[b+(k—2)c]-N(k-1)a2 ,

(b—c){N[b+(K—1)c]-kaz}

where a = F + Znaaz

b = F + 2naa4
c = F.

To more easily manage the calculation notation, the following

constants are defined.

K1 = b+(k-2)c

K2 = (k—1)a2

K3 = (b—c)[b+(k—1)c]

K4 = ka2(b-c)

K5 = 2(FA)(K1)-(K2), where FA=F+2Kna

K6 = (FA)2(K1)-(FA)(K2)

K7 = (K3)(FA)—(K4).

Using these constants,

Cmiiii - Cm+1iiii = -(K1)(K3)m(m+1)—(Kl)(K7)(2m+1)+(K3)(K6)-(K5)(K7).
[(K3)m + (K7)][(K3)(m+1) + (K7)]

Thus,

Vm-Vm+1 = -1 + r2[ —(K-1) + 4(-K1K3m(m+1)-K1K7(2m+1)+K3K5-K5K7) ]
F+2na¤2 kF k(K3m + K7)[K3(m+1) + K7]

= -DIF1 + r2[ COEF ].
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To determine for which radii this quantity is positive, that is, in

what part of the region a center point will improve slope estimation,

consider

Vm — Vm+1 > 0 when r2 > DIF1/COEF , if COEF > 0

r2 < DIF1/COEF , if COEF < 0.

Note that DIF1>0, so if COEF<0, we should not add center runs. If

COEF>0, adding center runs will improve prediction capability beyond

a radius of r=jDIF1/COEF. Using a computer to calculate this critical

radius and the differences Vm—Vm+1, it can be shown that for Q near

jk, the improvement obtained in the perimeter of the design region

outweighs the damage done near the design center for m=0, 1, 2. This

implies that up to three center runs are advantageous for these Q

values. when Q is small, however, Center runs worsen slope

estimation over the region. No more than three center runs should be

used. Only 0<Qsjk was studied.

A similar strategy is used to determine the advantages of

replicating axial points. Only na=1 and na=2 are compared.

k k

= DIF1 + rz [ COEF ],

where the subscripts denote the value of na. Replicating axials is

beneficial when V1—V2 > 0.
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V1-V2 > 0 when rz > -DIF1/COEF, if COEF > 0

rz < ·DIF1/COEF, if COEF < 0.

Table A.3.1 contains some results for several a values when k=3.

TABLE A.3.1

No. CENTER RUNS a yl > V; NHEN:

1 1.00 r > .4296
1 1.35 r < 0 (never)
1 1.682 r < .0953
1 1.732 r < .1357
3 1.00 r > .1245
3 1.35 r < 0 (never)
3 1.682 r < .1038
3 1.732 r < .1248

Note that DIF1 < 0 when a < jkF/(F+n0). So, when COEF>0, there is

improvement in the region except near the center. The amount of

improvement is greater than the damage done to the center. On the

other hand, as a becomes close to jkF/(F+nO), there is more damage

done to slope estimation over most of the region than there is

improvement near the center.



APPENDIX A.4

Theorem 2.7.1: If
V*”

as defined in (2.3.2) and (2.3.3) is used to

measure and compare the slope estimation precision capabilities of two

standard RS designs, the maximum difference in V*V from one design to

the other is located at the design perimeter, that is, at r=jk,

provided that

1'

j¢i j¢i

Proof: Denote the calculation of V*V in the slope parallel to the xi

axis using design m, by

vm = = Cmii + + (1/k)Zcmiij—j].
j¢i

Then,

j¢i j¢i
= A + rzß.

It needs to be shown that V1-V2 is largest at the radius r=Jk, which

is the largest design radius possible using V*V. Consider the following

four cases:

1. A 2 0 and B 2 0
2. A < 0 and B < 0
3. A 2 0 and B < 0

and 4. A < 0 and B 2 0.

case 1: If A and B are both nonnegative, then max |Vi—V2| occurs when

r is as large as possible, ie when r=jk.
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case 2: If both A and B are negative, then max |V1—V2| is equivalent

to case 1, since |A+r2B| = —1(A+r2B).

case 3: If A is nonnegative and B is negative, then A+r2Bs0 when

rzz-A/B, and A+r2B20 when r2s—A/B. The biggest negative

value occurs for fixed A and B when r2 is as large as possible,

since -A/B20. r2 is largest at r=Jk. The biggest positive

value is A and occurs at r=0. Comparing the size of the

largest negative difference to the size of the largest positive

difference,

A + hzß S -A when h2 2 -2A/B.

So, if |2A/Blsk, then the largest difference is at r=jk.

case 4: This case is parallel to case 3. If |2A/Blsk then the largest

difference is at r=jk.

Now, to complete cases 3 and 4,

12A/Bu =I 2¤<<<=i“-¤2">JS1
g¢1

iff

i

S 1. (A.2.1)

All standard response surface designs compared using V*V in this

dissertation satisfy (A.2.l), thus the theorem is proved.






